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Speech Contest
Tonight, 7:30 P. M.

~eacbera
Columbia Medalist
Winnet·, 1935

<.to liege 1Rewa
/CPA First Place
1930-31-32-33-31

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"
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VOL. XX.

Annual W AA Banquet
Monday, 6:30 P. M.

NO. 25

Ella Mae Jackson, Ruth Clapp IIllinois Co/leg~
Fifteen to Co111pete in Debate.
Are League Head Candidates Press Meetr'!g Club's Speech Contest Tonight
Starts Frzday
.....•............••.•...........................•..
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Interpretive Reading Division
Two Nominees Withdraw; Voting REPRODUCTION OF ART
Fifteen
News
Staff
RepresentaKNOWLEDGE
GROWTH
IS
Draws Ten Entrants in Poetry,
Will Be Continued Among· WoMASTERPIECES WILL BE
tives to Make Trip to CarbonSUBJECT OF ADDRESS
Declamation,
Drama and Humor
men Some Time Thursday.
EXHIBITED BY ART CLUB
dale This Week-end.
AT SCIENCE MEETING
MISS WOOD RETIRES

One hundred reproductions of masBISHOP TO SPEAK
terpieces in painting are to be on exCollege women will choose from two hibition in the art room for a week
.
.
Fifteen representatives of the News
candidates, whose petitions were cir- beginning today. The exhibit is sponsored by the Art club and is a project I staff_ plan to atte~d .the annual conculated last week, next year's presi- f the Art appreciation class.
I ventwn of the Illm01s CoHege Press
0
Association, to be held at Carbondale
dent of the Women's League. The
candidates are Ella Mae Jackson and . The reproductions a~e of rarely seen I Friday and Saturday of this week.
Ruth Clapp. Voting will be held this pictures b~ famous pamters. ~hey are I Judging of papers, a dinner-dance at
Thursday, at a time to be announced arranged m schoo:s ~Y centunes, ~nd J Paducah, and a luncheon Saturday are
should be of special mterest to PI os- among the headline events of the twotoday.
pective History, English, Music, or Art d
.
ay sessiOn.
Florence Wood, president of the
League this year. was nominated as a teachers. t
'll be open all day
Daniel Bishop, cartoonist for the St.
candidate for the office again in 1935The Ar rootm WI
Louis Star-Times, has been engaged to
from 8 a. m. o 4 p. m . until May 7.
k t th Fr'd
ft
t
.
36, but has declined to run. Mary Allee '
ll
talks will be given at certain spea a
e
I ay a ernoon mee Harwood, a fourth nominee, also with- Ga ery
ing. He will supplement his talk with
hours.
drew.
Everyone is invited to attend. Order:s illustrations of his work.
Miss Jackson is a junior. She 'is for reproductions will be taken :;~t
Several important problems are to be
discussed at the general round-table
president of a League unit and is a three-fifths the usual cost.
member of Kappa Delta Pi. students
reception. Talks are to be given on
probably best know her as an assistant •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .... • freedom of the press, establishment of
on the library staff. In TC High Miss
a national journalistic fraternity, and
Jackson was society Editor of the high
the advisibility of using national adschool section in the Warbler, was a
vertising.
representative on the student coun- l
Six special sections will be in sescil in her freshman year, and played
sion Friday afternoon. These groups
a lead'ing role in club activities.
will be organi2led as follows: news,
Miss Clapp is a graduate of Grand
features and columns, editorials, sports,
View high school. She is a sophobus~ness and advertising, and advisers.
more here. Her activities have been Two Main Contest Divisions Are Presiding officers will be: Alexander
connected with the Art Club, Women's
Open· Forty Schoo·ls Invited to Summers, news; Max Bass, Bradley
Chorus, Sigma Delta, and the News
Conv~ntion' May 11.
1 Tech, featur·es .and col~m~s; Ke~neth
staff. She was chairman of the com1 Corcoran, St. VIator, editonals; Gilbert
mittee which arranged the Women's
Over 40 high. schools have been in- Swanson, Augustana, ~ports; Eugene
League Formal last Friday.
.
t
tt d th
s
d Annual Pottenger, DeKalb, busmess and advervited o a en
e
econ . .
.
tising.
The newly-elected League head will Convention of the ~a~tern Il~mOis Hlgh
Discussion leaders in each group are
not officia~ly assume office until next Sc.laool Press As~.ccrat10n which meets I members of the Southern Egyptian
fall with opening of the quart eT.
at ...,T ·en Saturday May 11.
staff. They are: Vernon Crane. n.ews;
Several papers for
. beth A nn w es t f ea t ures an d co1The office oi League president is a
. the contest have E Iza
F
N '
d M . .
responsible one. It entails consider- already been received and others are
oe1 . an
arJone
able organization throughout the year. expected during the next week. The umns; r~nc~s
.
hi
h
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b
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I
Brown,
editonals;
Jasper
Cross
and
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The League sponsors several major
M
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Marvm
Lawson,
sports;
Harnson
Eaton,
events and plays a part in presenting
ay 4 WI
e IVI e .I~ 0 . wo g~·oups.l business and adv·ertising. Professor R.
many of the chief social affairs of the The newspapers classifwatwn will be R B 1
d'. t
f !CPA
d
(1)
. t d
(2)
, WI 11 1ea
.
. ar ow, nee or o
prm e newspapers
nnmool- the discussion in the advisers' section.
graphed
news sheets
and (3) papers
H e WI·u be ass Is
· ted b y M'ISS E st er p ow.
.
.
Faculty Members
whwh form a sectmn of a . larger City er a n d D r . Ri ch ar d L . B eyer, f acu lt y
pape,r. The annuals compriSe the sec- advisers of the Eg tian.
Tender Resignations ond
contest group .
YP

first Entries in
Prep PreSS Meet
Begin to Arrive

A talk, "How Knowledge Grows" was
given by A. B. Crowe of the chemistry
divisilcn of the science department at
the Wednesday meeting of the Science
club.
Mr. Crowe began the talk with a
short history of scrence and scientific
reasoning in which he emphasized the
impoTtance of classification. He next illustrated inductive· reasoning with an
experiment he has used in teaching
physics. In it the students start from
the scratch, so to speak, and disoover
for themselves the laws of the pendulum. Mr. Crowe expressed the view
that this type of teaching could occupy
a larger place in the teaching of
sci'ence.

............•.......................................

Facuity Cast to
Appear Before
Players Group
Shadow Pantomime and Presentation of ' 'Dear Departed' ' by
Players Will Be Featured.
A shadow pantomime by a faculty
cast, co~ched by Robert Shiley, and the
student-directed one-act play, "The
Dear Departed," are to be featured at
the Players' meeting this Wednesday
in the college auditorium at 7 :45.
The meeting for the week was shifted from Thursday evening to Wednesday evening because of the orchestra
concert so that all members could be
present for this special program and
for the election of officers for next
year.
"The Dear Departed," by Stanley
Haughton, which was presented for the
Rotarians at their annual banquet on
February 19, will be presented for the
first time before students on Wednesday evening. Included in the cast
are: Abel Merryweather, Jerry Craven;
Mrs. Elizabeth Jordon, Gladys Watkins; Mrs. Amelia Slater, Josephine
Thomas; Mr. Ben Jordon, Frank Day;
Mr. Henry Slater, Walton Morris;· and
Victoria, Agnes Woreland.
The highlights of the evening will be
the "Ballad of Mary Jane," to be read
by H. DeF. Widger of the English department and acted out in shadow
pantomime

\.IUJ.! ~ ~~ ·

EI

F. E. Boucher, superintendent of
grounds at EI for the past year, has
tendered his resignation to the Normal
Schcol Board, for its consideration at
the May meeting. Mr. Boucher already has accepted new duties, leaving
for Bedford, Penn., where he will serve
as project engineer for CCC camp
work.
Miss Margaret A. King, now studying
for her Master's degree at Teachers
College, Columbia, also has placed her
resignation in the hands ,0tf the Normal Board. She plans to teach at Long
Island, New York, next fall.
Miss Myrtle Arnold has left to study
at Peabody College, in anticipati•on of
her Master 's degree. Mrs. L. s. Phipps
will substitute for Miss Arno,l d during
the remainder of the year.

Other events of the day's program Cloyd Paskins Talks
are discussion meetings of advisors,
editc,rs, and business managers, and a
Before Forum Group
general opening session. A tour of the
__
campus, a banquet, and a dance com"A social science teacher must be
plete the list of activities.
radical," stated Cloyd Paskins in his
In last year's convention 12 high talk on "Sound intelligence" before the
schools were represented by over 60 Forum club Thursday evening. The
delegates. First p~ace in the published talk was divided into two parts which
paper group was w::n by the Robinson Mr. Paskins called "Conscience Bound"
"News 'n Everything" while· "The West- I and "Conscience Unbound," in which
ville High" and
the "Champaign I he pointed out the duties of the social
Chronicle" tied for second place.
science teacher in influencing student
thought.
FISKE ALLEN TO SPEAK
Plans w~re ~ade b_Y th~ club for
correspondmg With social science clubs
Fiske Allen will speak on "Number in sis~er teac~ers colleges. Wilbert
System Based on. Numb~rs Other Than C~mmms,. president of the club, apTen" at the Mat?ematiCs clu? meet- pomted Richard Bromley, Opal North
ing Wednesday mght at 7:15 m room a~d Grace Thompson to take care of
26.
this correspondence.

I
I

PHI SIGS GET FURNITURE

I

I

CHORUS PLANS TO GIVE
OUT-OF-TOWN PROGRAMS

D-elta chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon
last week received a day bed and six
dining room chairs for the chapter
house at 1014 Seventh street. Donor
of the gifts was Miss Ruby M. Harris,
of the EI Geography department.

As Carnival Hot Dog lmpressario, J. Paul Rakes in Coin!

At a business meeting of the Men's
Chorus Thursday evening, plans were
(By Staff Reporter).
made to complete the year's program, To the racous voices of barke·rs, a
by presenting concerts at Bloomington generous sp·r inkling of confetti, side
and Mattoon. No definite date has shows innumerable, a main show, danebeen established for the Bloomington ing, and J . Paul Reed dispensing hot
appearance, but on May 12 the Chorus ' dogs, Pemberton Hall and the Panther
will sing at the First Baptist church Lalr presented their first annual car!!l Mattoon.
nival in the halls of the main buildThe plans also include a minstrel ing Saturday night. About 300 stushow to be given soon. An additional dents entered the "carnival grounds"
night, Thursday, has been added to the and once there squandered their penusual Monday and Wednesday night nies recklessly-on roulette, bingo. forpractices.
tune telling-and the numerous other
concessions that go to make up a
EI WINS RECOGNITION
carnival.
EI's staid old m-a.in building must
Eastern State has been fully ac- have quavered from the din that those
credited by the North Central Associa- 300 glee-gripped 'carn'ival kids' set up
tion, according to an official letter from the moment they entered. I t
received by President R . G. Buzzard may have been the blue and grey
. d
last Thursday morning. EI was ac- crepe hats given each person receive
knowledged at a meeting of the organ- as he entered at the front d.Jcor; b u t
ization in Chicago two weeks ago.
more than likely it was the contagious
The same recognition has been ac- spirit of circus abandon. At any rat e,
corded the college for some time, but 300 stud ents came, saw, and praised ·
Picture, if you will, EI's first analways before certain restrictions and
nual carnival. There were concesprovisions have been attached.

sions to the left, concessions to the
right and a main show at the front.
Fortune tellers, 'fish pond' venders,
'mllk bottle' barkers, a roulette stand,
a bingo concession, and a freak show
straggled from one end of the main
hall to the other. Two guides escort-

I

I

I

ed touring parties through the tunnel under the main building, through
and to the top of the power house. As
Stanley Elam, one of the guides, would
say, "The search was on for the cask
of Amountilado." The reception room
served as the public address system
studio. Those two stalwarts of the
• 'need~e,' Ge:Jrrge Henry and
Ralph
Elam Takes Charge Mcintosh, were in charge. The latter did the announcing and 'introduced several of the 'celebs' on hand.
Collection and preparation of
There
is still more of this carnival
material for next week's issue of
scene.
the News will be in charge of
Stanley Elam, assistant edito·r.
The main show presented in the
auditorium
featured music, dancing,
The regular editors will be in
and
an
act.
The very rich who could
Carbondale Friday and Saturday
afford
to
pay
the 'three-cents-two-forattending the Illinois College
a-nickel'
admission
price saw: a silPress Convention. Students and
houette
show,
shadowing
EI celebr'ifaculty members who have inties; a dancing number by Edith FarformatiJon for the May 7 issue of
rell (abbreviated by the dancer when
the News are asked to see Mr.
stage fright sent her scurrying for the
Elam, to call 83 any time Saturexits) ; Lola Hawkins who sang two
day, or to place material in the
popular
songs; Hobart F. Heller, in a
News box.

••- - - · - - - - : - - - - - - - - -
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(Continued on Page 10)

NO ADMISSION CHARGE
With fifteen entrants registered, the
curtain is all set to go up on EI's first
speech contest benight at 7:30 in the
college auditorium.
There will be no admission charge,
and members of the Debate club, under
whose sponsorship the contest is being
given, hav·e· extended an invitation to
all students, facu:ty members and
fri:ends to attend.
There will be three maj.or diviSions
for
competition:
extemporaneous
oratory and interpretive readings. Subordinate features of the interpretive
reading division will include poetry, declamation, drama and humor.
Entrants in the extempore field are Charles Poston, Glen Cooper and George
Lutz. Crystal Funkhouser, who will
give Nathan Leoy's "America's Domineering Tradition," and J. Paul Reed
are scheduled 1101 appear on the oratorical part of the program.
In the poetry
division, Richard
Bromley will recite Edgar Allen Poe's,
"The' Raven"; Florence Duncan will
give Edna St. Vincent Mi:llay's 'Renascence" and Mary June Endsley will
give Amy Lowell's "The Bombardment."
The tWIG· participants in declamation
will be Wilbur Cummins, Farrand
Turner's "What Price war" and Frank
Day. Dramatic entrants and their selections are: Violet French, Gordon
Morris' "Mother of Men"; and Fred
Zimmerman, Victor Hugo's.. "Jean Val-·
jean and the Good Bishop." Dorrothy
Rtchey will give Alice Hagan Rice's
"On Being Clinicked," and Grace
Thompson will present Harry Symmon' "A Change of Heart" in the humorous divsion.

Music Units at EI
To Give Programs
With the presentation of the spring
college orchestra concert, May 8, and
the College Women's Glee Club concert, May 10, National Week May 5May 12 will be observed at E.r.
The college orchestra under the direction of R. W. Weckel will present
a program 'including a Suite by Bach;
Largo from "New World" Symphony
by Dvorak; Danse Bacchanale by
Saint-Saens; and the Jupiter. Symphony No. 41 in C Major by Mozart.
The College Women's Glee Club under the direction of Miss Ruth Major
will present the cantata, "The Lady of
Shalott" in their concert May 8. Mrs.
NOTah McNeill, Tuscola, will assist in
the presentation. of the cantata. Glenn
Bennett, Chicago, a former student at
EI will be the guest artist.

FIN.AL COPY FOR 1935
WARBLER DI,S PATCHED

I

The 1935
Warbler,
edited
by
Kathryn Walker, will be re~·ei'~ed fDom
the Hartman-Jefferson Prmtmg co.,
Springfield, on or near May 15. All
copy has been sent and part of the
book is now being printed. On Thursday of vacation week John Wyeth,
business manager; Roy WilSIOIIl, Alexander Summers, Miss Walker, and F.
L. Andrews, adviser, were in Springfield correcting proof and writing final copy.
·
Several special features are promised
this year, among which an "Unfinished
Chapter" is one of the most unique.

TO SPEAK AT DECATUR
E. H. Taylor and Hobart F. Heller" of
the EI Mathematics department are
planning to attend the annual meeting
of the Illinois chapter of the Mathematical Association of America, to be
held at James Millikin university in
Decatur, Friday and Saturday. Mr.
Taylor will speak on "Mathematics in
a Teachers College." Mr. Taylor is a
member of the association.

ID4r ilur

Playday a t Neoga
Saturday, May 4

au~ ~nl~
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Junior- Senior Banquet
Saturday, May 4
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Interviewers Find
P ar is J . Van Horn
Has 1935-36 Plans

TC Girls' Chorus Wins First Place in EI
. League Contests at Paris on Saturday
Coach van Horn Is
Heard at Assembly

NO. 25

'Fare Thee Well, TC High'; Theme of
Junior-Senior Banquet Will Be 'Train'

•

Affai r to Be Hel d at U. S. Grant
C a sey Wins Sweepstakes Prize
By Marguer:te Sunderman. and
with 73¥2 Point s ; Robinson
F r ances D1ll'lgee
Hotel in M attoon; Roy EperCops Tra ck, Field Cro,w n.
If first impressions are lasting ones,
son 's Orchestr a Engaged.
-the two interviewers decided that Mr. I
Casey High swept the sweepstakes
A big surprise was in store for Gen- Van Horn's first day at TC last Friday
The annual GAA banquet was held
The banquet which will be held May
trophy from under Robinson's nose eral Assembly on Friday morning. promised us a coach full of vitality an d at 7 o'clock in th e Practical Arts 4 at the U. S. Grant Hotel, will be
Saturday in the annual EI League I Coach v an Horn delivered a little pep enthusiasm.
building, April 29 . The idea of hon- based on the train plan: that is all
Track, Field, Literary and Music meet, talk in behalf of next year's athletic
The writers and Mr. Van Horn setors in bridge was · carried out. M.ary speeches, decorations, etc. pertain to
held in Paris .. TC High's Girl's. al_e~ standru;d. He urged that a ll the tled themselves in Mr. Allen's office
club won the f1rst place trophy m 1ts cousins, brothers, and friends be by special arrangements of Mr. Roths- Katherine Kincaid, who was the toast- a train. All juniors, seniors, class
divisiJDn .
rounded up to form one grand high child a.nd the editor. Although they mistress, was called the joker. Miss sponsors, and a few selected persons
Four trophies were presented at the school which might excell all others in I were somewhat frightened at first, the Glena Simpson, who has been the who in the minds of the juniors deend of the day; the sweepstakes, track the line of sports.
prospective coach promptly reassured helper during the last year, was call- serve a "square meal" are cordially inand field meet, music and literary, and
During the fourth hour period some ~s questio~ers and began by telling of ed the trump. Miss Smith the new vited. For table decoratlons a train
the Girls' chorus. Robinson won t h e of the contestants in the EI League h1s educat10n.
college helper, was the ace of dia- track is to be used, having a train in
track award with a total of 49 points; performed. J ohn MacGregor presented
"I attended three universities," he monds. Gertrude Foltz, president of motion during the short speeches. An
Casey came second with 37 % points; "The Ultimation of Youth" by Adolf- stated. "I received my B. S. degree at the club, was the ace of hearts. The electric b ell placed under the tables
Martinsville placed third with 19 % son. Rosina Sissel gave the humorous the Indiana State Teachers College, I place cards according to the repre- will take the place of the gong when
points and f,o,u rth place went to Paris reading "Possessing Prudence" by t h en the University of Wisconsin and sentation were, jokers, aces, and the some orator delays the trip by an elowith 12 points.
stone.
the University of Colorado. I am now other playing cards. The invited quent vocabulary.
Flowers? There
The music and literary trophy went
The Glee Club, under the direction working towards my Master's, which guests were Miss Glenna Simpson. will be none! In their place there will
I will receive from Indiana State in Mrs. Rothsohild, and Miss AcAfee be stations, signals, watch towers, and
to Casey with a sum of 36 points. of Miss Major, sang two songs, name- August."
No men were present. Speeches were the like. Favors? Maybe whistles,
Charleston high school drew second ly, "Oh, C'an Ye Sew Cushions? " and
b b 11
h b
"A T
t · th S
, th
"Where have you coached before given by Miss Hupprich, Miss McAfee may e e s, who knows? T e anwith 30 points, Paris came third with
s orren s m
e ummer,
e conM'
s·
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M
'
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w
·11
be
over
by
8
·30
p
m
1
. d and what were
1mpson,
rs. . o sc 1 ,
1ss
·
· ·
25 points, and Robinson captured t es t num b er. .They were accompame
. their records?"
· was 1 1ss
.
.
R
b
t
H
M
w
·d
the
next
quest10n
Sm1th,
and
the
pres1dent
of
the
club,
The
rest
of
the
evening
will
be spent
fourth place with 14 points. The re- b y
o er
a 11owe11 .
ary
1 ger
·
.
.
suits of the sections in which TC en- and Russell Myers, TC's entries in the
"I am not giving myself credit for on aphp:roprhlate subJ~cts such as sports- in dancing in the cleared dining room
"A M' .
t
those good records for it goes to the mans 1p,
onors m GAA, and the and lobby of the hotel. Music will be
tered are: Extemporaneous speaking, so1o con t es t , th en sang
ISS10n o a.
'
.
varue of GAA work
f
· h d -.,.
R
Ep
, dance
Casey 1, Robinson 2, Charlest on 3 Rose" and "Time to Go," respectively., boys. I coached at Farmer City for
·
urms e vY
oy
ersons
•
four years. In three years we lost one
The table was decorated with flow- band. The leader formerly played in
Paris 4.
·
home football game, and the last two ers. The banquet was served from Louis Panico's orchestra. All juruors
Compositilon: Kansas 1, Oblong 2, PLA Y DA Y T O BE HEL U
years won 19 out of 22 . I was in I the home economic kitchen by six and seniors may bring one guest to the
Robinson 3, Mar&h all 4; Humorous
AT N E O G A O N MAY 4 l Greenup one year and Brocton three eighth grade girls. The menu con- dance. Because of limited space two
reading-Charleston 1, Effingham 2,
-j a nd a half years. They didn't lose a sisted of a fruit cocktail, chicken a la dollars is the fee charged for guest
Palestine 3, Martinsville 4; ModeTn
This year's annual GAA playday wlll single home game. In basketball king, green beans. scalloped potatoes, couples. Dancing will continue till
Poetry-Paris 1, Effingham 2, Martiris- be held at Neoga from nine to four games, they played in ten tournaments, bread and butter, cocoa, ice cream, and midnight.
ville 3, TC 4; Dramatic Reading- Saturday, May 4. The following girls were in the finals of three of these and cookies. The program was a style show
------Casey 1, Oblong 2, Robinson 3, Martins- have .b een selected to repr.esent TG: won three. The first year 22 games I by the members of the GAA.
Rosemary McArt hur and Claude
ville 4; Girl's Soho~Paris 1, Kansas 2, Mildred Moore, Helen Lippencott, Mil- were won and 8 lost. The second year
Dm·gee will represent T. C.'s Science
Charleston 3, Martinsville 4; Boy's dred Baker, Gertrude Foltz, Rosina 25 were won a nd 5 lost; the third, 27
Flowers are the perfect gift for Club at the twency-eighth annual
Solo-Casey 1, Charleston 2, TC 3, Rob- Sissel, Ernestine Fox, Mary Catherine were won and 3 lost, and the last year
mother.-Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 39. meeting of the Illinois State Academy
inson 4. (TC and Robinson tied for Merritt, Phyllis Waters, Ruth Rains, we had the same record."
of Science to be held Friday and Satthird place and the final standing was Fred Berry, Redith White, a.nd Lola
"After ycu first look at TC in asurday at Bloomington.
1
decided by a draw); Girls' Chorus-TC Birch.
sembly, what do you think of us?"
some college fellows help me if it is
1, Charleston 2, Obhong 3, Palestine 4.
"Having come from the same kind permissable."
of high scho?l of 150,. I entirely ~p"Are you going to teach any other
DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
prove of h avmg the h1gh school With subjects?"
Office Hours 9 :00 to 12:00 a. m. and
the college. I hope the students will
"
·
.
.
2:00 to 6:00 p. m. and 7:00
like me because I sure like them."
~~s, ~~neral science and cheffilstry
to 9:00 p. m.
"I'm g·oing to have str'ictly funda- m
e. lgh scho~l. I have a lot of
604 ~ JACKS ON ST.
mentals at practices next year," he en~huslasm for mtramur~~s.
AthTelephone 132
Easter vacation was welcomed by
continued,
"and
let
the
scrimmage
let1es
for
all-for
everyone!
I.__
______
________
many TC students who seized the opwork come naturally. The first footportunity to visit other cities.
Margaret Chamberl'in visited in MisAT LAST TC has added cowboys to ball practice will be on registration
sissippi, and Robert Thomas motored its variety of accomplished students day, September 12. We can't afford to
GRADUATION SALE on our Entire Stock of American Watches Rings
-.,.
'th 1
lassos lose a day. We'll win our share of I
to Sullivan.
Necklaces. Va1~ities, Cj,garett~ Cases, Shirt Sets, Bracelets, Dr~ Sets:
. . , . COWuOYS W1
assos . . . ·
t'
l t
t'
and all our B1g Stock of High Quality Jewelry. We will Save you
La veta Pinnell spent Saturday in that gently jerk one's neck out of ~~e~ . ?" Tha s P en Y conserva 1ve,
money on your Graduation Gifts.
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WATCH OUR WINDOWS
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THE LEADING JEWELER
friends gathered at the home of Maro sc 1 are o eC1 e w a sprmg
over
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garet Servey for a surprise party in
spor s
w
ave.
1 e o av
~M~~~th~.D~~~ between
AB~~~is~~~~
~
~------------------------------the hospitable and unhos- +,_,,_.,_,,_.,_ ,,_ ,,_ .,_,,_.,_.,,_.,_,,_,,_.,_,,_.,_,._,,_.,_.,_,,_,,_,,_,._.,_.,_.,_,_,_,,_,
__,.
the main diversion of the evening
•
- · - · - · -..- .._,.
Those present were: Margaret High- pitable juniors. Some wish t o reserve
mistreated seniors at
land , M ax1·ne En,g1e, F ranees D urgee, for tthe. much
. h
f d
·
Bobby . Sunderman Margar.et Servey 1eas SlX Inc es o
ancing space per +·-•-u-n-ou-u-u-n-u-u-..- u- ..- •-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-w•-.. •- +•-n-••-••-••-••-••-••
Raymond Cole, s~m Taylor, Herschei p~rson after the banquet . . The ~ore Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
DR. W. B . TYM
Office Phone 43
Cole, Murray Williams, and Robert fnendly group, howe~er Wl~h to 1mDR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
Myers of Mattoon.
p~rt guests fr?m nmgh~ormg towns,
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
With the poss1ble solution that we
DENTIST
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
1 dance in shifts.
Hours:
8 to 12-1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston
National
Bank
Bldg.
People's
Drug
Store Bldg.
SO CI~ NOTE: the Four MuskeCharleston,
Til.
Phones:
Office,
476;
Residence,
762
I
Charleston,
Ill.
teers and Gussie spent a festive n'ight
in Mattoon when they wished their
The ':DC .Science Club held a regular favorite aunt bon voyage on her trip
DR. 0 . E. HITE
DR . DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD ,
meeting on Thursday evening in room to Tennessee. Miss Neely was p!I'esented
with
a
farewell
corsage,
and
it
DENTIST
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours 9:00 to 12:'0 a. m. an<
6. Since the CHS Science Club had
not yet accepted the club's invitation has been suggested that a few gal1st National Bank Bldg.
Alexander Bldg.
!2 :00 to 6:00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00p.m
to a joint meeting, the members dis- lons of gas might have more approNorth Side Square
Office Hours: 8-12-1-5
f
Phone 340
604 % Sixth St.
cussed more favorable terms for the priate use than the cigars they gave
Mr. Sharpe who was also in the partwo clubs to get together.
Phones: Office , 350; Res. 629
• Frames Repaired-JLenses Duplicated I Phones: Office, 30; Residence, 770
The first part of the program con- ty.
K ernel K ashew.
+•-..-••-••-••-•a-J~••-1•-••--•-••-•• . +•-••-••-••-••-•t~-••-••-••-••-e"-••-••-•+ .... •-••-••- ••-••-••- •11-e•-••-••--•-t•-•tf
sisted of a brief French skit presented by Robert Thomas, Claude Durgee,
DR. J . R. ALEXAl\l])ER
DR. c. E. D UNCAN
DR. N. c IK NAYAN
and James Clark. Following this the
516¥.! Sixth St.
OCULIST
·
lo.mce Hours 8 to i2:15 & 11 :30 to 6:15
club was transported to Greenfield J '
F I LL UP YOUR GAS TANK
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Corner 8th a nd J ackson
Saturday and Monday Nights
Village, Dearborn, Mich., through the
means of a short movie entitled "LookOffice Hours 9 a. m. t o 9 p. m .
Office and R esidence
P hones: Office, 69; Res. 380
AT
ing Forward Through the P ast."

Honors in Bridge Is
Theme of GAA Party
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For Joint Meeting
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NEWELL'S

May 6 and 7 will be the date for the
general objective tests to be given to 1
FILLING STATION
all high school students. The seniors J
CANDY AND CIGARETTES
are required to take only two. There
will be no classes those two day.
-----------------•

I

MOORE TIRE & BATTERY SERVICE
Marlatt Batteries

Goodyear Tires
PHONE 839

On Route 16

1
f

H.

Physician and Surgeon

Linder Bldg.
511 'h Jackson Street

Office Hours: 8 :30-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
Thursdays-8 :30-12; 7-9

+·---·--·--·--··C.-·-··-·--··-·--··--- ·-··--··-··- · - · - · - · - · - · - · - ·--·--· !-·--·--·-··-··-··-· -··-··-··-------+
DR. B.

TREXLER

Office Phone 173

DENTIST

DR. CHARLES E. GREER

Linder Bldg.

721 J ackson Street

P h ones: Office, 387; R es. 1037

Phone 77

For Prompt Battery and Tire Service
Starting-Lig~ti:ng-lgnition

1

+·-:~:~~~~~ce.~~~••R~~~~~60··-··- _,._,,_,,_,,_,,P~=:~.~.,_,,_,,_,,_,, -· -··-··-·~~~-~::so.~~~~~-··-·-·+
1
I P hone : Office and Res. 242
DR.
A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th a nd Va n Buren
I LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
Office Hours: 9 a. m. t o 9 p. m.
Phone 440

'

417 Madison Street
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Res. Phone 972

FRANCIS W. CHITTICK, 0. D.
Est. 1903
Len ses Ground While You Wait

114 S. M ain s t .

- · · - ·· - - · - · · - - - - - - - - , _..

Paris, Illinois
_.,_ ,,_.,------+
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Annual WAA Banquet Is Slated Mondag Night
I

New President, Sportsmanship Award I League .Dance Head Informal Faculty Party Held in College
Winner to Be Named; Sport Is Motif
Skits Featured
Auditorium on Monday;
_.
Glenna Simpson Is/Qeneral Chairman; Several Club Members
Scheduled to Speak.

The second annual WAA spring banThe Charleton Club of Chicago will I
quet will be given in the Practical Arts honor Miss Isabel McKinney, head of 1
buil~ing aTth6 : 30 p .. dm.t nefxtthMonday the English department of the college,
evemng.
e presi en o
e asso- .
.
.
. . .
ciation and the winner of the Sports- m . consider.atwn of the distmctwn
manship award will be announced at whi~h ~as come to ~er ~hrough the
the banquet, wh'ich is to be served by P~bllcatwn of her article m the _Amthe advanced foods class. Ruth Mill- encan Scholar, at the annu.al di~ner,
er is the retiring president.
~ay 4, 1935, at the Woman s Umver.
.
· sity Club, 185 North Wabash avenue, 1
Glenna Simpson IS general chair- I Chicago.
man for the banquet. Sub-commit- ~
.
·
·· ·
tees are: program and place cards _
~ISS Anna Morse. ~ho .Is retrrmg
Wilma Brumleve, . chairman, Doro- this year after . a distmgwshed career I
thy Hills, Mary Alice Harwood and at the c?llege Will be an honored ~11est.
Elizabeth Widger; program _ Helen Mrs. Ellzabet~ Crowe Hannum IS _to
Hall chairman Peggy Fellis Margar- 1 be the alumm guest of honor. MISS
et Ellen steve~son and Ruth Miller. Emily Orcutt. who was principal of
tickets-Kather'ine Shores chairman' the Teachers College High School for
Mary Frances Etherton Esther Sim~ a number of years, is to act as toast-/
ons and Catherine Lumbrick· decora- mistress and the dinner program is 'in : -..""!".:?".,,:::~;::::,:k:':''''''''''''''''''''''' ':::('''''''''····'':'''''''''''".'''''''':''~,,,. .,N'""'' ' ' ,,,..,, .._
tions _ Mary Love, chairm~, Helen charge of the department of ~nglis~·l
RUTH CLAPP
Jones, Evelyn Walters, Freda Log·an,
The Charleston Club of Ch1cago IS 1---------------Tretha Gantenbein, Maxine Kirby and one of the most active of the alumni
Edith Farrell.
groups of EI, holding the annual dinin the spring each year at which
Th e program will be arranged in ner
certain outstanding alumni and teachl
sport order as follows: Ruth Miller,
pitcher; Miss Jessie M. Hunter, base ers of the college are honored. MemNine children ranging from three to
umpire; Fern Tait, bat boy; Glenna bers of the present faculty will be
five years of age were entertained at
Simpson. catcher; Miss Mabel J. Hupp- guests.
lunch by the meal serv'ing class of
rich, umpire; Peggy Fellis, reading;
girls
in the junior class last Wednesand Margaret Chamberlin, hit.
day noon at the Practical Arts build-

About 175 couples, including perhaps
Faculty members held an informal
alumni, attended the Women's
League Formal in the parlors of Pem- party in the college auditorium Monberton Hall Friday. Thurman Teague's day evening. A program, presented
twelve-piece orchestra, recently fea- 'i n three parts, was featured.
tured at Castle Farms in Cincinnati,
Mr. and Mrs. Q. G. Burris, James
played the dance. A yellow and green
decorative scheme, carried out by bal·- M. Hobbs, and A. B. Crowe shadowloons, lighting and in the programs, pantomimed "The Ballad of Mary
was employed.
Jane" as H. DeF. Widger read the seThose in the receiving line were lection. Part two on the program was
President and Mrs. R. G . Buzzard, Mr. a radio skit, "Love's Whirlwind," which
and Mrs. Kevin J. Guinagh, Mr. and was given by the following cast: KevMrs. Paul W. Sloan, Miss Emma Rein- in J. Kuinagh, the villian; Mrs. Frank
hardt, Miss Nathile McKay, Florence L. Verwiebe. the heroine; H. DeF.
Wood, George Buck, Ruth Clapp and Widger, the hero; Miss Harr'iet Love,
the maid ; J . Glenn Ross, the landDonald Cavins.
.
lord ; and W. S. Angus, the badman.
Refreshments of tea ~nd sandwiches
Hiram F Th u t , c . H . 0 o1eman, and
..
were served t o f acuIty mem. b ers m one James M . H obb s compnse
· d th e ch orus
o~ the smaller par_lors d~rmg the eve- of drinking men. Robert Shiley again
mng ~Y a committee m charge of provided all backstage sound effects.
Josephme Novotny.
.
Under the direction of Donald A.
1
Ruth Clapp, as general chauman, j Alter, the instructor, the first grade
headed the following committee for pupils, Miss Florence Litchfield, Miss
the dance: Maxine Harrod, Louise Ruth cameron, Mr. Hobbs, and Glenn
McNutt and Ruby Stallings.
H. Seymour, sang several German
songs. The singing was supplemented
with take-offs 10n certain idiosyncrasies
of the faculty members. The conclud1 ing number was a presentation of the
dramatic poem, "Zingerella." Two
Marriage- of Miss Florence Crandell faculty members portrayed the leashed
to John Adkisson on April 6 at Sulli- lions.
Refreshments of cakes, punch, and
van, Ind., was announced at a dinner
nuts
were served in the R eception
party given Mernday evening, April 10,
room.
Dancing in the halls followed.
at Martinsville, Ill. Mrs. Adkisson has
been a member of the Martinsville
Frederick Zimmerman spent the
grade school faculty for the past four
years. She attended the· University of week-end at his home in Tuscola.
Illinois and received her degree from
Patronize the News advertisers.
Eastern State.
75
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I

I

1

I

Miss Natalie Lantz
Is Wed Easter Eve

Discussion Club Is
Entertained Thursday

Pantomime to Reading of Poem,
First Grade Class, and Poetic
Selection Are Given.

17 5 Couples Attend
League Dance Friday

Chicago Alumni Club
To Honor EI TeacherE 1~

I

.

I

.
Junior Foods Class
E n t ert a1ns
· Ch ·1 d ren

EI Graduate Weds
I
At Sullivan, Ind

1 ing.

I

This is one phase of projects which
The Discussion Club, compcsed of 1 the Foods 45 class is carrying out in
several business men of Charleston 1 order to supplement theory with pracand members of the faculty , h eld their 1 tica.l experience. A menu of mashed
Miss Nata~ie Lantz, daughter raif final meet'ing of the year Thursday j potato rings with buttered peas, sandCoach and Mrs. C. P. Lantz, and evening in the form of a banquet in i wiches, fruit gelat'in, salad with cotJames G. Thom~son of Huntingto':, the Practical Arts building. Members 1 tage cheese, frozen custard, and milk
Penn., were marr1ed at the Lantz resi- of the home economics department j or cocoa was served.
de.nce, Sixth street, Saturday evening, served the banquet.
The guests were : James and HerApril 21. The bride's sister, Mrs. WilJud,ge S. S. Anderson read a paper 1 bert Iknayan, Jeniffer Verwiebe, Joan
E~TER'rAINS A'r NEW'rON
liam Lewis Bucher, Jr., (formerly Miss following the banquet on the subject, Boucher, Donald Thomas, Norman
Martha Jane Lantz) now of Columbia, "Lawyers, Courts, and the Bar."
Endsley, Donald Lee, Patsy Wrtght,
FOR OCCASIONS
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Taylor enterPenn., was the matron of honoll'. Gregg
Those present were: Lewis Linder, L and Rose Mary Hicks.
THAT DEMAND
Thompson, the groom's brother, of S. Phipps, S. S. Anderson, Dr. G. B
Helen Anderson presided as hostess. tained a number of faculty friends to
,dinner
at
Newton
Sunday.
In
the
party
State College, Penn., served as best 1 Dudley, Dr. N. C. Iknayan, C. H. Cole- J
I were: Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Andrews, Mr.
man.
, man, Paul W. Sloan, Walter W. Cook
and Mrs. Harold M. Cavins, Mr. and
Mrs. Thompson is the eldest daugh- ' A. B. Crowe, Glenn H. Seymour, Hir~
Mrs. Hiram F. Thut, Mr. and Mrs.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lantz. She grad- am F. Thut, Jay B. MacGregor, Fiske
Harry Jackson, and Mr. and Mrs. Tayuated from TC high school, attended Allen. H. DeF. Widger, E. L. Stover,
lor.
cornell university at Ithaca, New York, E. H. Taylor, H. F. Heller, E. N. Free- ,
and was graduat·ed from EI. Following man and Harold M. Civins.
Miss Elizabeth Michael and James
her graduation she spent a year in soHobbs entertained at dinner Thursday
You'll find our beauty services just
cial service work in Chicago. She reevening at Miss Michael's apartment
what you require. Our trained staff
cently resigned as a teacher in the
on Seventh street.
(Ma.y 12th)
Charleston public school system, in
Guests were Miss Jesse Hunter, Miss
of beauticians are always ready to
is an ideal time to send
which she had been employed for the
Bernice Bankson, and Miss Myrtle
make you look your loveliest.
your
. N a th i1e McKay was hostess to Arnold, who left Saturday for NashM ISS
past year.
PORTRAIT
Mr. Thompson is a graduate of an informal tea Monday afternoon / ville, Tenn., where she will attend
Peabody College.
Send something new, smart,
pennsylvania State College. He is of- J f rom 3:30 to 4:30 o'clock. About sixty
and individual
fice manager of Swigart Associates, guests cal:ed during the hour. The tea
Evalyn Schooley and Robert Murphy
815 Monroe
I Phone 1501
Inc., insurance brokers for Central and was given in honor of women houseWestern
Pennsylvania,
Maryland, holders who are accomodating college 1 attended the Military Ball at the University of Illinois Friday night.
Deleware, and Virginia.
girls this year. Mrs. Paul W. Sloan
Glenna Simpson spent the week-end
A number of out-of-town friends presided at the tea table.
1in Brighton.
were present for the ceremony. Several
The householders were given placards
Miss Rose Zeller visiter in Terre
of them are former students of the which will be displayed in the windows Haute Saturday.
colleg·e.
of their homes to show that their
Have your out of season garments cleaned before storing.
rooms ar•e approved by the housing
Altering, Relining and Repairing. I do the Best Grade of Cleaning
GIVE BUJ1"'F ET SUPPER
bureau of the college.
I
in Central Illinois.

I

M
Faculty embers Give
Dinner Thursday Night

EXQUISITE

GROOMING

Miss N athile McKay
Is Hostess at Tea

MOTHER'S DAY

I

_______

Modern Beauty Shop

Sanders Studio

CALL 404

THE

I

KRAKERB0X

Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard enter- PEMBERTON GIRLS GIVE
tained on Sunday evening with a buffet
BREAKFAST F'OR GRADS !
supper at their home, 610 Sixth street.
1
Invited guests were Misses lea Marks,
Members of the north wing of Pem- 1
Formerly the
Ruby Harris, Bernice Bankson, Edith berton Hall entertained the girls of
Ragan, Florence McAfee, Ruth Hos- the graduating class with a sunris3 I
tetler, Mary Thompson, Jessie Hunter, breakfast in the woods located at the
Clara Attebery, and Miss Saunders; south end of Fourth street on Satur- 1
Now owned and operated by
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Scruggs, Mr. and day morning. Those present were 1
college students.
Mrs. H. E. Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. Fried- / Margaret Spittler, Mildred Guthrie,
erich ~och, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grace Gould, Katherine Anderson,
Milk Shakes, Sundaes,
R. Jackson.
Sadie Glover, Evelyn Anderson, Edith
Toasted Sandwiches
Clouse, Dorothy Swinford, Roberta
Finley, !Lola Howkins, Jane ZimmerVISIT IN ALTAM01 T
man, Stephani Snyder, and Marguerite I
1
Miss Mary Thompson, Miss Bernice Leathers.
Bankson, Wilma Nuttall, Myril MunPROPRIETORS
son, and Josephine Novotny went to ~-----------------· 1
Altamont Sunday, where they visited
Carl Miller
Joe Henderso·n
with Miss Ruth Young, a former EI
NEW GROCERY AND
student who has been ill for some
MARKET
time.
We always have a complete line
of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables at

I
I

CHARLESTON CLEANERS & DYERS
R. W. Westenbarger

610 Sixth St.

I

JIM TAM

I

lOc

I

1•-----------------'

WORKING Or RAILROAD

Lawyer's Grocery

Sf

Reasonable Prices
p
CHARLESTON
ete Barrick, Panther grid star last 1020 Lincoln St.
Phone ~ 78
FRUIT STORE
year,
Phone 531
co is n_ow working with a railroad /
.... _..,
mpany In Cheyenne, VVyorning.
•------------------------------~ '--------------------------------•

"Six Thousand More Since Yesterd1.y"

-

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
WELCOMES YOU!
You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything for the girl.
HOSIERY
UNDERWEAR
DRESS GOODS
HATS

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. Expert operator.

ALEXANDER'S

"Watch the Fords Go By" ·

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

COATS
DRESSES
SPORTS WEAR
MUSIC

· PHONE 666
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Readers
Revue
By Evelyn Hallowell

"Tell the t,.uth and don't be afraid"
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the students of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at
Charleston

Both the Book-of-the-Month club
and the Literary Guild have selected
Viking Press books for the June choice.
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the noon.
FULL LENGTH PORTRAITThe former has chosen Humphrey
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March
Mr. Seymour related the hardships
The name of Winfield Scott Angus pops up simultane- Cobb's first novel Day of Glory, al3, 1879.
Mr. Douglas met with early in his lif·2 ously when speaking anent coaching handicaps. Ever though the titLe may be changed. ·The
and paths that led The Little Giant since he came here to become
~ · Printed by the Courier Publishing Company
latter club has chosen Oatherine, The
into political activity.
Speaking of head track mentor, material
Portrait of an Empre&s by Gina Kaus.
Alexander Summers '36 .................... .................................... Editor Douglas's political career, Mr. Seymour has been notably weak in
A very new book is Gladys Hasty
Roy . Wilson '36 ............................................ ...... Assistant Editor stated that he was a strong advocate weight events. Against DeCarroll's A Few Foolish Ones (Macmil-Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224 ........................ Business Manager of Jacksonian principles. Through or- Kalb in the opening meet of
lan, $2.50). It is the old, old story of the
curse of Adam, how mari seeks to
Harold Cottingham-Phone 1146 .................. Publicity Director ganizing the conventlon system among the season, EI trackmen won
avoid it, and how others try to make
Evalyn Schooley ................................. :.................... · Society Editor the Democrats first at Vandalia and . only five out of 27 points;
then throughout the state, he brought against Carbondale . Friday
the
best of it. The 'foolish ones" of
Margaret Servey .......................................... High School Editor that party to a position of strength in they fared even worse, dropthe title are the 1cnes who stayed beFranklyn L. Andrews .......................................................... Adviser Illinois.
ping 23 out of a possible 27.
hind in Maine when others were getting
He was first e~ ected state's attorney . Such a commanding margin
out into the West, to the Klondike, and
Member
~ssodatrd C£olltgiatt ~rtss
Member
by the Illinois legislature, then was in one-fifth of a track meet's
to Wall Street.
ICPA
~-====;,~93~4~
· ~.A~II~o"~:,~·~~=::.::.~~~~~·~
T~c~~~,=.A=G,==1==9~J""
s =-=
CSPA
· ele.c ted to the Legislature. He served events is usually enough to
Restless Days by Lilo Linke (Alfred
============~=
"""=""=·"'===·========='in that assembly for one year, resign- decide the winner. Hence, EI
I A. Knopf, $3.00) is the autobiography
ing to accept the position of federal can account for its defeats in
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1935
\ of a German girl, who grew up during
registrar in the land office at Spring- the fact that field material is
what Mr. Hitler calls the "fourteen
W. S. Angus
field. He was later elect2d to various not up to par. Mr. Angus has
shameful years 'C.f the German Reoffices in the state, finally reaching succeeded in developing several star trackmen. A brilliant public."
Congress in 1843. He was elected to cinder performer in his college days, Coach Angus has
Sherry King, which is the pen name
the House for two terms.
put the same spark which carried him to victory into EI of a student of EI last year and who
Mr. S ::ymour enumerated the many teams. But complete success has been denied him because has been a contributor to the Chicago
Of all institutions trialing new method~ of eduways in which Mr. Douglas distinguish- of the oft-repeated evil-lack of capable and sufficient Tribune's "Line o' Type or Two," has
cating, Olivet College in the state of Michigan qualied himse:f in state and national weight men. Angus is a fiery leader, loves to win, dis- published a murder story. It is Befi es as th e m ost unique. For eight months or so no poliitics.
likes the idler, is impatient and highstrung, and talks the tween Murders (Appleton - Century,
class b ells have rung at that college; class cuts d o
clipped language of an army officer.
$2.00). The Saturday Review of Litnot c o lmt; s tudents are not compelled to attend l e cerature says it "violently vi,o·lates part
SNAPSHOTStur es. 1' he two hundred and seven students who
of Detective Story Dialogue, but
Mary Crougha.n, 21-J slave, has conducted an enenjoy this no vel experience are ''laboratory speciotherwise it is a moderately moving and
lightening survey, the results of which she presents in
m ens'' for a young president making an experime n t
well characterized thriller."
the following paragraph: "P ardon my southern accent.
in e du cation. His name is Joseph H. Brewer, Jr. ,
Students and faculty members
Stephen Leacock, who spoke here reWhat happened to those boys who went down to Tenare invited to clamber upon the
£l6 y e ars old . Some time ago. Mr. Bre wer came to
cently,
has a new book entitled Humor
nessee for two days and came back with a decided
soa.p box and! give vent to their
(Dodd,
Mead and Company, $2.50). He
t h e c onclusion that students go to college to study.
drawl? After questioning about twenty-five per cent
opinions on anything printed in
is
enormously
conscientious about exPro cee·din g on t hat premise, he decided to take t h e
of the boys making the trip to WSM for a radio broadthe News, problems around school,
plaining jokes. Mr. Leacock belabors
mono t onous, lockstep routine out of college life . His
cast, the vote was almost unanimous in favor of southor national topics which may have
the apparent. He believes Charles
ern blondes with a soft drawl. Questioning also rea v owe d purp.ose was "to break the locks t e p of elab a. bearing on colleges. Please limit
Dickens
and Mark Twain ar e the two
vealed
that
five
boys
were
susceptible
to
a
honey
orate machine ry by which we conceal ignorance .''
letters to 150 words. All communigreatest humorists of all time. The
blonde who whispered separately, 'you-all's a great big
'fhe entire system at Olivet is a far cry from concations must bear the signature of
more you agree with him, the more
mass of muscles' to each of them. Until this influence
ventional seals o.f m.ost educational units. Only thr ee
the writer. The News a.ssumes no
you will .e njoy the book.
has faded, we·ll probably have these southern gentlee x ~minations are given a student during his four
responsibility for opinions expressed
Some mention should be given to
men, suh, in our midst." Apparently then, wethinks,
y e ars of enrollment. He submits to one upon enEdward Arlington Robinson, who, died
in this column.
Horace Greeley was all wrong, after all.
recently. There is an ironic turn to
trance into Olivet, writes another before entering
PICTORIALSmany
of his lyrics-Richard CorY is a
the senior division, and bids adieu to· Olivet with a
Proverbial Pat ori the Back
"College
Spirit,"
student
publication
at
Mankato,
Minn.,
good
example.
He has a number of
written exam. Classroom procedure bears a close To the Soap Box:
State
Teachers
College,
came
forward
with
an
eight-page
long
narrative
poems
well worth readr esemblance to programs of clubs at Eastern State .
EI can put things over in a most
literary
supplement
on
April
11.
It
is
published,
by
the
ing.
Our
library
has
many 10rf his
nder- g raduates read papers and contribute to heartening manner once sufficient ineditor
·s
confession,
"for
those
who
desire
to
express
their
works.
He
is
one
of
the
outstanding
'· roundtable" discussion.
The instructor supple- terest is stimulated. The success of
individuality through recording their experiences or im-. American poets in his own right.
m en ts with l e ctures now and then. The syste;m has such organizaLon-sponsored evenings
Some new books to look for are: (1
as the W AA and M :n 's Union open pressions of beauty." Articles contained therein differed
fotmd ard ent up:port o f Oli~et stud ents. Al t h oug.h houses, the recent meeting of the from those in the supplement recently featured by the flctilcn: The Steeping Child by Alice
class attendance IS not reqmred and no· roll call IS Forum club and the large audiences. at News. About one-third of the contributors talked about Grant Rosman; Shot a;t Dawn by John
tak e n~ · a large per cent of the class members are such programs as the Shakespeare literature, new and old; another twenty-five per cent re- Rhode; and This is Mmder by Charles
p~·es.·e~t. This is accountable in .observance of rules 1 pr·od.uctions recently given show that lated "every day experiences at home ;" al].d about half the Kenny; (2) non-fiction: "Land of Woof etiquette. Students were given to . understand EI school spirit is one thing about the articles pertained to the college. That is significant. The men by the Baroness Katherina Dome arly in the y ear that it is ''bad manners'' to miss 1 school that doesn't have spring fever News has been urging contributors here to relate their browski; The Distant Prize by Charles
manuscripts to the college-EISTC. The results have not J. Finger; and The Voice of England
an ' 'en g ag em ent.' ' · Olivet students are remarkably or need a bill for repairs passed by the been so heartening.
by Charles G. Osg1ood.
' ' w ell b ehaved. '' Wouldn't it be ''good manners' ' legislatur.e.
at EI if students attended school functions ~ It is
Increased student interest in things KALEIDOSCOPICS
-•n-~•-••-••-••_....,_.,._.,_ 11 _ 11 ~ 11 _ 1 +
wor t h a trial.
happening in our col:eg·e is the surest
EI will not want for social events during farewell
.
.
sign that we are not a bunch 101f sleep
month-May. The Sunrise Prom and the Band and
Ther e I S a n appreciable movement among col- walkers "going through the motions ."
Orchestra picnic this week launch the gala month of
1
l eges today to liberalize educational practices. ' Let's pat ours.elves on the back and
+·- ··- . ·-··- ··- ··- ··- ··-··- ··- ··-··festivities. Succeeding week-ends will feature a wAA
' · Bhar e -th e~ Work, " Non-tuition, Honor, and Bel£- keep it up. "Nothing succeeds like sue1. What faculty member, or membanquet, Glee club dance, Sophomore picnic, Women's
disci p line plans are being tried in several institu- cess."
bers, sits between Mr. Burris and Mr.
League Mother's Day Tea, Players' Banquet, Phi Sigma
Guinagh in chapel?
tion . That so many educators are dissatisfie d with
Epsilon Formal, Tea Dance at Pemberton Hall, the
2. Who is pr.esident of WAA?
the present sys t em s eems to indicate that it is in
Just Wait Till Next Ye.ar!
League picnic and the Junior-Senior Banquet and
3. Who modeled for the 9:50 art
To the Soap Box:
Dance. The social schedule arranged in January has
n ee d of r eform.
class on on Thursday?
We are wondering why the News did
met with widespread approval of organization heads
4. How "Soon, There'll Be Just Two
n :clt carry more complete informati.:on
and students. It has eliminated conflicts, the purpose
of Us"?
about the student strike for peace. It
of the innovation. Moreover, it has provided a healthy
5. How many pairs of twins in
C all t o arms ! The campaign for a new gym- was our understanding that the gesture
balance and variety. It is alm~st cerj;ain that planned
school?
nasium at E a s t ern State has opened on all fronts. was nation wide, h : nce, wondering why
social calendars will be arranged at the beginning of
· t
1 som e J no a.ttempt
was made at EI to show J each school year in the future.
L on g r a n ge weapons were b roug ht m
o. p ay
1. Gerald M. Live:y '38- President
·
,
f
·
our sent·Imen t,s , G ran t ed th a t none of
tlme ago. 'I hey paved the way or heroic a~v ~nc es . us would strike, still it seems t :J' us that EXPOSURES
Buzzard leads the chapel service, some\V e now call upon every loyal EI student to JOin th e we should be better informed concernBleakest place we can imagine: A nudist camp on times.
'hand g r enade attack.' Ammunition . will be pro~ ing its purpose, lead·:rs, etc. Editorial Easter Sunday.. .. Tops of the week: Glenna Simpson's
2. If you were to say the Men's
vided b y ea c h contestant in the fo.r m of a p ersonal ! comment in the News dealt lightly with "never-felt-better-in-my-life" appearance. She fairly Union, I Wl?uld say Vincent K eUy.'
l e tter to his or her representative in the· State Legis- ! the movement but did not impart spangles with health .... Eastern State's campus at night3. Cl~y .Is very g~od for modelmg.
lature. When General Buzzard gives the command much information.
fall-or if you choose, before and after . . . . Thursday . 4. This 18 the sprmg, the most beau. I " every brave and true son of the
·
·
chapel hour · · · · John Wyeth's "BI'ts About 'Em" · · · · 1 tiful season of the year when a young
'' \ Vrite
color s'
-Just Wondermgs.
·
· 'a
·h ld
h·
d fi.1
Nominations to orchidship: Vincent Kelly for his leader- mans fancy turns to thoughts of love
IS expe cte to s ou er ~s we~pon an
e away.
.
El .d t PI
,
ship; Representative James Turner for his gym and sci- ~ and •D•t her things.
F'or n early fifteen years mtrepid sons of EI have
. .uCI a e,
ease.
ence building bill; coach c. P . Lantz and his great new
5. There are many pairs of pajamas
stormed the s tony parapets of State finance, on]y Dear Editor.
.
infield· students who led counter attacks in the recent if nightgowns are not the vogue.
to m eet defeat. For fifteen years the victory that
Wodn'tldsomebod_:: Pt·:etase e;.t~lai~ the Peace 'strike· Easter vacation
Frostie We1ber '37
should have been theirs was denied because th.e odds gran
game v~ 8 a e po•I lCS. We
'
·
I
1. No one that I have noticed.
r •
t 00 . . t
U d
t d EI h
f
ht
read that state teachers colleg.es re- +·-··-·-~~-~~-~~-~~-··-"-"'"_"_,_,,_,_,_.,_.,_,,_,+ j 2 Pr0 b bl K
L b . k
'' ei e
gr ea ·
n aun e ,
as
oug
on, quest $4 000 000 for new buildinP's · later
·
a Y ay urn nc ·
labore d under great difficulties in science and ath- we are lnf~rmed that the stat~ 'wants ~ l
TT
3. Someone who needed a little
letics, always with an eye to glorious triumph. The new buildings ~h.ich will cost upwards Ul/
change. (Ed. note, ~hange. from what ?)
mome nt has a~ last c~me, they believe. In one fe;l of $2,500,00?. Dc:es. the state expect +·--··-~~-~~-..- .._ .._.,_.,.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_,+
~:n~t~e;~~~;s :~e~~=~er known.
swoop s ome time durmg the month of May, 193<:>, money for Its bmldmgs to come from
D th: B
' ,
·
Eastern State thinks the cry, ''Victory,'' will be the same fund that is expected to proTEN YE~S AGO
oro Y onh.am 37
?
shoute d round the State.
vide our structures ? If so, how can EI
Week of Apnl 27-May 5 .
1. How sh~~ld I k~ow.
expect to get a fair share when the
EI trackmen defeated Rose Poly here Friday afternoon,
2. Ruth MILer, I guess.
66 72 to 64 72.
state is angling fm appropriations?
3. .. .................. just blank.
-Bewildered.
Representatives in the General Assembly visited EI
4. I dunno.
Thursday as members of an educational committee.
5. Goodby, now.
Once again it become our · task (we suppose
Several new teachers were added to the college faculty Lea.llyn Clapp '35.
every e ditor for the past steenth years has begm1
for the Spring term.
1. I don't know, but I think it's the
that way ) to remind students to keep off the grass.
nigger in the coal bin.
Our campus is in, as the saying gQes, "verdant.
"The wise man's eyes are in his head,
ONE YEAR AGO
2. Oh probably they have one or
grandeur.'' A number of workmen are employed but the fool walketh in darkness."week of April 24-May 8
maybe they don't. I think Bercaw
to k ee p it in condition but their efforts go to waste Old proverb.
A. G. Berdahl, professor of political science at the Uni- O',ifair would make a good one.
if the b eauty is promptly trampled out by un"When a naturalist has got all snakes versity of Illinois, spoke on the League of Nations before
3. I think they drew human landthoughtful students.
and lizards. in his phials, sci.ence h_a s the Women's League of Voters Monday evening.
scapes that day. It must have been the
.
.
.
.
. done for him also, and has put tne
Alexander Summers, Leallyn Clapp, Kathryn Walker, Pan.
Our college and Its student body are JUdged m man into a bottle." Emerson.
and John Wyeth were named to head the News and War4. Sometime between n o·w and then
a large measure by o:utward appearances. A wellThree winsome words you should Ibler, respectively, in 1934-35.
or sooner.
kept, untrod campus IS one of the first eye-marks. meet: inchoate-incipient, incomplete;
Nineteen members of the News staff announce inten5. There are two in every pair and
So once again we say, ''Keep off the grass.'' You stulti.fy-to make. foo~ish; precept-A I tions to attend Illinois College Press convention at DeKalb no pairs (or pears) . How manY is
may be green yourself some day.
workmg rule or directiOn. ·
Friday and Saturday.
that?

I

l

Olivet College Tries to B.r eak
'Lockstep' Procedure .

The Soap Box

I

r

The Elephant's Child1

'Over the Top' in May!

l

I

°

I

Lesson in Campus Beauty

Wisdom and Words

l

at er u nder t he B Tl•dg e
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TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

The Last Trump
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick"
THE EI SCHOOL OF THE AIR
ADVOCATES AIRING
Colsey:bur's Latest Dream
To Be or Not to Be?
Professor Colseybur is in New York completing his plans for "The EI School of the Air."
"Give · EI the air," implores the learned Professor-or words t o that effect. George Henry
has already been engaged as technician. It is
rumored that J. Paul Reed will do the announcing. It is extremely unlikely that many faculty
members will appear, though some have already
been approached upon the subject. "It is only
PROF. COLSEYBUR
a matter of t ime," Dr. Colseybur states, "until
all practice teaching will be done by radio." The Professor h as declined to answer the question-"Until then, what?" The following organizations have signified their intentions of sponsoring programs:
(1) Domestic Science Dept. of the ,
Lair.
(2)

.
The Council of Nme Lonesome

Girls.
(3) The Fidelis Boys' Chorus.
(4) J. P. Reed.
(5) J. Paul Reed.
(6) Ray Saul J eed.
(7) Mr. Seymour's Tennis Dandies.
(8) The Terra Terra Terrible Club.
(9) Prof. Ross's School of Oratory.
(10) Kanatzer .and his One Man
Band.
( 11) Spence's Trained Seals.
(12) The Elephant's Chtld (sponsored
by Planter's Peanuts).
(13) Stephen A. Douglas Chapter olf
the History department.

INews!
J. Paul Reed
C d
H. . If"
on emns

Imse ..

-"'Tis true that one must make a
veritable ass of one's self in order to
gain publicity," propounded J . Paul

IReed as he made a

Elmer Has Troubles
With Grip; Baffled

l

---

Page Five

FIRST IN HEARTS OF
PEMITES IS- WELL,
NOT WHO YOU THINK

• '21 Jays' Present' All King's' Horses

Dear Elmire e:
How a.re you today now?
"All the world's a stage" and
Send me up some whitewash for
Pemberton Hall is the sitting
my white shoes on account 10d' everythree times a day for the same
body is wearing them and I will have
drama. It is heralded and folto by me a par.e.
lowed by suspense. The hero
makes an effective entrance.
Im sure goin g t o aoUege this
Girls crowded into the office.
quarter. I don't have any 8 o'clock
girls waiting in the hall, girls
class this term and it is the greatest
trooping down the sta'irway, all
of pleasure to sleep off spring fev.e r I
make a fuss over his coming. He
before· you get up of a morning.
enters leisurely, looking like a
Hugh Harwood told me the other 1
gray,
matter-of -fact Santa Claus
day I have b::;st m y grip. I said did
with
his
hugh pack. His pa.rt
you just come from my room what
consists
mainly
of gestures, but
the h eck were you doin' down there.
his
audience
gives
him breathBut he quick went off to his Govless
attention.
He
leaves,
wh'isternment so I hurried home quick as
ling
as
he
goes,
and
the
onlooka flash but it sti:l was the·r e my
ers, some pleased and some disgTip was. It wasnt a April F)ool joke
appointed, go away too. The 1
so I can't find out why he would say
mail is in.
that to me but he sme did.
And again this year I didn't go to
-----the Women's League formal for the
same reason.
Maybe the carnival was great stuff
but I like mine out in the open under
a tent and not aooped up under a
April showers might bring Ma.y
roof. And anyhoo the ballywhooers flowers-but they don't bring crowds
who they had wasnt any good cause to Thursday afternoon chapel.
they didn't ballywho worth a whoop.
Im in a big hurry but I got a lot
Don't forget the "jitney jingle."
to tell you next week.
Write a jingle and the Heckler will see
that you gals and guys wiU get a
drink-a fiv e cent one-

Record-breaking blessed event at the
Lair! Obstetricians the Lewis brothers
successfully bring sextuplets into the
world! In other words, the Lair hound
had pups during the Easter vacation.
Here's the long and short of it-Joe
Henderson and Bill Miller, chili-chefs
ad gustum, in white aprons. Well, an
apron covers a multitude of skins, and
"any two can do the hot -chili-soup,"
eh, boys?

I
I

Joe's life story, From Hurdle-hopping to CO'Illlter- jumping, now on sale
by Double-Pay, Rage and Co. Another
success story: From Debater to Barker,
the Autobiography of J . P. R.

1st Roommate : Who keeps throwing
his ties across my bed?
2nd Roommate;. Oh, those are the
ones you borrowed from me last week.

1

Heckler Paints Own
Picture of ,Va·c ation

EI student's experimental citationthe Lair.
"Stop me if-" H . D eF. W .
"Don't stop me if-" J. P. R.

- ··- ··- ··-·11-tll-tl-tlll-tll-··------·+

t

defensive speech
last Tuesday evening before members
of the Debate club at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. J . Glenn Ross.
Misses Evelyn Mayer and Juanit:l
Brown employed dumb-bells, a dictionThis weeks slogan-get out •Oif the red
ary, selections from Philip Freneau
or
the legislature will get you.
and Sarah Teasdale, and a set of boxing gloves in an unsuccessful attempt
Points An
Perfect simile-as nervous as a pro- •
to decide whether or not the students
Accusing Finger
bationer at the six weeks end.
at •••.•
When is the Mathematics Club go- of EI would be better off if Ray Saul
+·-~·--··-·--·--·--··-.-··-··-,·-··-·~
ing to lead chapel?
Jeed were exterminated by hanging.
Hyah fellow-y·eh, swell timeMiss Brown, supporting the negative,
Then there was the Swedish coldid I have a time-d.:.d yuhsuggested that electrocution would be
umnist who broke eggs for his yokes.
got mine for Easter-nice lookingWell, what did the Sophs do with more humane and in every way more
--and so classes start again.
their money?
satisfactory. Miss Kortum, the hanSuggestions to Mr. Royer for his
R. Love Gumm had a date every
arable. judge, tossed a penny. The n eg- Studt:nt Cotmcil Handbook:
night during E aster vacati•on but he
Mr. Walgreen had better watch ative won. Mr. Reed now came to Mr.
Freshmen please observe:
lost his grip during the afternoonKappa Delta Pi!
Jeed's support by opening fire on the
1. When yo~ see a faculty member
he only used three of t hem.
"loop-holes in the logic of the poor talking to another faculty member
We just can't keep our mind off the weak sisters." For a time invective join in; they enjoy talking to a crowd. I
· of quot a t·1ons, well
With the advent
of. the "Krakerbox"
It 's a " mount am
f
spring beauties.
and vituperative slams reigned su2. When you are sitting in
the
1
0
sorted and salted with wisdom" says _lOW many
you Will go to the gym
--preme. Mr. Reed then became more classroom, always put your feet up on
mstead of the Jim Tam?
'
.
'
.
Mary
Lamberton
Becker
1n
her
r
ev1ew
The women 's Lea.gue had a pretty reasonable and concluded, "Ladies and the arm of the cha'ir; it's easier for
of Stevenson's "Heme Book of QuotaWhat if there was a guy named
good meeting Fr'iday nite.
gentlemen, I should suggest that you the other person to write·..
place me in a room, hermetically
3. Always flick your c1ga.ret ashes tions." Miss Becl{er's description does M core and they nicknamed h im
w. e're surprised that there could be sealed, and permit me to asphyxiate I on the fl~or; that's what FERA work- not exaggerate the vastness of this P a na.
volume with its 71,680 quotations gathan debate over wha.t to do with J. by my own gas."
ers are hired for.
Miss Michael is our latest Louvre of
~ Reed.
Discussion of plans for speech night
4. Always stop and talk. to the ered into 2,606 double-column pages.
And
a
f·ew
m
c.
r
e
statistics.
"The
acart.
Pa
opened the meeting. Mary June Ends- FERA workers; they are pa1d to entu~ type .metal used in its production I
__
Mr. Shiley saw 12 plays, 3 movies, '! ley gave "The Bombardment," by Amy tertain you. .
.
.
werghts
f1fteen
tons.
It
took
eleven
Marguerite
Iknayan
(at
Normal
5. Whe~ hs~enmg to a lecture, smg
1 circus in NeW York dw·ing Lowell. A paper was presented calling
weeks
to
set
the
book,
using
three
rnabaseball
game)
:
Oh,
goody!
We
got
and.
cat · n That left time enough attention to the 'insidious communistic or hum; if this does not get the deSprmg va 10 ·
· d ff t
h' tl
chines
and
running
two
shifts
of
eight
a
man
on
every
base.
for just 2 meals and 1 shave.
tendencies' in our own Eastern Illinois sire e ec , w IS e.
Lois Cottingham (her first baseState Teachers College and elsewhere.
6. Always come to class late and hours each on each machine." Placed
leave early; your instructors will ap- end to end, I · suppc-se the words would ball game, Ripley, believe it or not) :
El to the Fore! !
preciate you more.
stretch somewhere. Fortunately they That's nothing. s 0 , has Normal.
1;io a lead.er is a fellow who gets t~e
Mothers Day Candy-a fine selec7. Whe never you are in need of are not so arranged, and that is where
other fellow to do the work, Mr. Kll- tion-reasonably priced. Peop'e's Drug money, go in and ·borrow it from
the fun comes in.
Was your League hinting soon
patrick!
Store-Wa lgreen System. North side President Buzzard, he ·never uses it.
1
For
r
ef.=ifence
or
pleasure
or
even
enough?
square.
8. Always write in th e margins of just wit in words consu:t Stevenson's
o ne thing the legislative commisyour textbook. Bill Bails is glad to new "Home Book of Quotations" in t he
But the funniest t hing I ever saw
sion surely noted - chapel · at El is
know that you open them.
reference
room
of
the
library.
'
was
the guy who flunked an Education
Monday
night,
playing
all
off-stage
· not overcrowded.
voices, including the fog horn.
test because h e worked t h e crossword
TWO EI STUDENTS ARE
Spring.
puzzle in Life.
Attendance at graduation is combr::>-.vn
JUDGES
OF
CONTESTS
Spring
winds
wh'ip
and
toss
pulsory; too bad graduation isn't comWe'll soon be back to "Terra Vita"
buds
The Gobfather's Rhyming Triplet
pulsory.
again.
F ern Tait and J. Paul Reed , EI stu- Closer to the sun.
Twinkle, twinkle, little tar,
dents, judged art, speech, and pen- Spring winds whirl the wretched soul
How I wonder way lOUt thar,
Too bad the faculty can't enter the
See you after the peach blossoms
manship contests sponsored by the Closer to that One
How you are.
speech contest. We want to place some have blown?
Stewardson grade school Friday after- Who died in the spring.
bets.
noon. Surrounding country schools
A. E. S.
Do big sticky fingers h elp baseFamous last lines: "My sentiments
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? also participated.
ball pitchers - paging Elmer HoneWe say, isn't we?
Flowers by wire to mothers out of finger. He was sure Laman 'em out
in these parts are well-known.,
Signed: Ole Poker Face.
Patronize tr.e News advertisers.
town.- Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 39. t here Saturday.
Only ten more dances till school is
If they had only let us throw eggs
out.
a t some of the faculty to win the
Will there be any admission chargcupie dto'l l we would have had fun at
ed to see Stagedoor Henry graduate?
By R. U. Knutso.rami
' until the tax payer's nose had no more ours here in America, being quite hu- Ithe Carnival.
Ten years ago I visited a little bulk than a toy balloon, being worn !lan in every respect.
REMEMBER HER?
Aorta quit this column.
province about two thousand miles thinner than a very thin wafer, from
Almost all of the co-eds have flat
' Who Is Anne Howe?
.
.
.
contact with the grindstone. Poli- feet from having stood in line at the
We love her, yes and we love her south of what IS now Little Amenca. t icians, at first became choleric and one shower bath for so many cenlocks;
(Anyone wishin~ to know ho~ I g~t 1 sickly from smoking their .own cigars, t uries, and from stampin g cock-roaches
We love the little letters she puts in there and why I ve never mentwned 1t 1 and their right arms became elongated in their dormitories. There are no
our box.
may send' me a self-addressed and I from 8 to 10 inches. Finally, however, students of behemoth proportions such
Who Is Anne Howe?
The Summer Term bulletin for 1935
stamped envelope for my collection of politics became a minor issue. Census as we see occasionally in this country,
Although not young, although not
S. A. and S. envelopes). The name of takers m erely announced every four because of the constant friction and is now in circulation and copies are
old,
the country can perhaps only b e years whether or not the Democans involuntary massaging of trying t o available at the office. The booklet
The jokes she cracks leave us cold. spelled in hieroglyphics, but it sounded I had smpassed R epublicats in births. walk in a crowded library and equally features a cover design showing the
Who Is Anne Howe?
like Fusnickogonigle. The climate there The politicians are at present paying cramped science rooms. Physical edu- itinerary of the Lincoln National MeShe thinks she's wise, and thinks
is temperate. The strange thing about a bounty for every baby born into their cation classes in a sardine-can gym - morial Highway, which students will
she's witty;
the country is the evolution of the party. Elections are no longer neces- nasium have caused all of the students travel in a special course offered durpeople. The race is no older than any sary.
to grow vertically at the expense of ing the summer. The map was made
So they let her serve on every
by Daniel Morgan.
other but it has changed a great deal
Due to lack of time, I must confine not growing horizontally.
committee.
Information concerning the lengththrough lack of change. I must ex- myself to a discussion of a school in
I was surprised to find Shakespeare
Wh() Is Anne Howe?
Fusnickogonigle not unlike our own translated into Fusnickogoniglian and ened summer term period m ay be
She can teach all subjects she's ever plain.
had;
Civilization is older there than in Teachers C'ollege. Some of the teach- occupying a place in the schools. found in the opening section of the
And if she doesn't get to teach them, any other n ation in the world. Two ers actually have eyes in the back of Thinking that perhaps the people knew bulletin.
million years ago King J osiah XIX their heads. Not visible to the casual a great deal about our nation, I asked
now won't she be mad!
Miss Emma Reinhardt, head of the
issued a decree whereby all men were observer, they peer through the hair a youth one day, "Which evolution
Who Is Anne Howe?
commanded to follow the professions and miss nothing when the teacher's do you think you'd prefer, yours or Education department, spoke before the
She likes to argue, and likes to
Rotary club m eetin g April 15. Her talk
of their fathers. This practice has back is turned. Others of t he teach- ours?"
debate;
continued to the present day, causing ing profession have long, sharp barbs
He thought for some time before he dealt with education bills before the
We fear that she is headed for
a curious evolution in which every one protruding from their torsos, so that said, "Micca mie ca hocca doola," State legislature.
J. P. R.'s fate .
changed gradually to best suit his pro- the most near sighted student may see which, translated into English, means,
that they are thoroughly unapproach- "Why in the Sam Hill didn't you think
Lo">k for placards saying, "We ad?ur own Mr. Shiley reached the fession.
It
was
but
a
few
thousand
years
able. Some pedagogues are similar to up a better name for t his thing?"
vel·tise in Teachers College News.
helght of his career in a faculty stunt
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Book of Quotations
Arrives at Library
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Strange! This Little Country Resembles Our Own El
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TEACHERS COULEGE NEWS

Article by Miss
Reinhardt Tells
Survey Results

Art Instructor
Describes Work,
Chief Hobbies

Nature Paints Intricate and Varied Picture

By Virginia Cottet Snider
ture was just begun. Now it is near- The little screech owls snap their
Spring is a picture that is pa'inted ing its completion. Elm seeds gave beaks and wail weirdly, hovering over
in many colors. As in man-made pic- the trees a preliminary greenness long my head when I come too near their
before the little pleated leaves emerg- nest-hole. Small flitting tnmgs dart
Findings Reveal that Organiza- tures, the finished. painting do~s not ed. Magnolias bloomed exotically in into the newly-leaved bushes - these Mrs. Nelle Field Cooke Is Nativo
of Charleston; Graduate of Coltion of Women's Leagues Is reveal what went mto the makmg of big waxen rosy cups set on grey stems, may be warblers that will fill the trees
lege of Applied Arts.
Similar in Twenty-two Colleges. it-all the careful planning, the infin- and in rocky places fountained the with tropical color and motion in day
--ite details, the sk:ill) the correct mix- white plumes of the shadbush while light, for this is the warbler season.
Miss Emma Reinhardt, heact of the ture and application of colors and life the hepaticas and anemones were They are an integral part of the spring
B y Muriel Edwards
Education department, is the author of and light - all the sma.ll important bloom'ing. Now the redbud, wild crab, picture, these 34 warblers that pass
We invaded the Art department this
an article entitled "The Women's things that make up a whole that is apple, peach, wild plum blossoms through our trees on their way to the week to interview Mrs. Nelle Field
League" in the April issue of "The pleasing to the eye and the senses. The f oaming lik~ suds, and the pop-corn \ northland. All night t~e toa~s trill Cooke. Her class in Toy Making was
JoiD·nal of Higher Educati'on," publish- spring pictme is like that. And al- . buds exploding on the red haws, all by the pond, and the shrill peepmgs of working overtime on their santa
ed for the sixty-seven thousand in- though knowing nothing about its de- find their places in the spring picture. the "Jersey Devil," or spring peeper Clausian projects and the interview
structors and administrative officers tails does not detract from it to beauIn the woods the spring beauties frog, send up an incessant lov~-so~g proceeded amid a veritable sea of
in colleges of the nation. Miss R ein- ty-lov'ing eyes, nevertheless the more spread an April snow when the sun from the pond where the algae nses m paper houses, chairs, tables, etc.
hardt's article relays information gain- one does know the more wonderful the shines. Violets are at their supremest ,g reat islands in the warming waters.
Mrs. Cooke is a native of Charlesed from a survey of league activities in spring pictme becomes.
best. "Dinda-squa-te-ski," the Chero- All this fills the spring picture r:ow, ton and attended EI in the days when
teachers colleges.
The spring picture is no•w nearing its kees called them-"They pull each oth- but it is never crowded. These thmgs the~ gave what was known as a five
She says in part: "In order to secur·e climax. Day by day the parts of the er's heads off." Violets are such kind belong.
year diploma. It covered the four
information concerning the Women's picture have added themselves to the flowers; they were made to be picked,
Perhaps you do not perceive all the years of high and one year of college
League, the writer sent letters of in- fulfillment of April. The wood thrushes for the canny plants wait until sum- parts of the picture. Perhaps you see work.
quiry in March, 1934, to 119 four-year came back a few days ago and their m er to make inconspicuous flowers more. But spring 'i s a generous godShe graduated from the College of
teachers colleg·es. Replies were re- bell-voices added another detail to the , that produce quantites of seeds to per- dess---she gives all that you may ask, Applied Arts in Chicago and later
ceived from 81 colleges, 21 of which picture that all the wrens and thrash- ~ pe.tuate the violet tribe. .
or she lets yo~ f~n~ her c~arms. in received her B achelor's degree from
have Women's Leagues.
These 21 , ers and meadowlarks could not supAt dusk the bats swoop m t he woods your own way, 1f 1t 1s only m enJOY- the University of Illinois. She reschools are located in nine states, Ca li- P1yd. ki:vnlld en the bl~ebirds and rob~ns I ~here the robins make a deafening i~g the outward beauty of the spring ceived her Master's degree from the
fornia, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Michl- an
eers came m March, the Plc- 1clatter before they settle down to sleep. pwture.
same university and has done further
gan, Minnesota, Ohio, P ennsylvania,
graduate work at the University of
and W isconsin. Their enrollments of
Chicago.
women students vary from 175 to 1,WELL, THIS SEEMS
1
Mrs. Cooke was an Art Supervisor
200."
00
LOGICAL; , SHOWER,
0
0
in the Charleston grade schools and
Constitutions Featured
FOLLOWS SERENADE
later taught art in the Charleston
Continuing, the article says: "Twenty
HEAT
]
It's even so spring-like this week high school. She has also taught art
of the schools stated that their Wo- 0 Wind, rend open the heat,
The Fidelis paddle chorus, acthat one scarcely has time for brows- in the Urbana high school, and in
men's Leagues have written constitu- cut apart the heat,
companied from above by the
ing at all. But I haven't forgotten the the high school and Junior College
tions, and fifteen sent copies.
The rend it to tatters.
liquid voices of the Pemberton
rest of the poetry which I promised 1 at LaSalle.
constitutions contain the items ordinHall Bucket Brigade, rendered
you.
I " I am primarily interested in teach·
arily covered in such documents-name Fruit cannot drop
distinctly audible beneath the
Since last time there is a new vol- 1 ing," said Mrs. Cooke. "As to art. I
of the organization, its purposes, mem- through this thick airwomen's dormitory the following
ume of Edna S t. Vincent Millay's po- l am interested in the history of art,
bership, officers, duties of officers, fruit cannot fall into h ::at
selections:
etry in the library. It's called, "Wine in the crafts, and in art as it is re·
election of officers, committees, meet- that presses up and blunts
"Sweet Rmsie O'Grady" (SpecFrom These Grapes." Amy Lowell lated to the home.
ings, amendments, and by-laws."
the points of pears
ially dedicated to Rose Verranks among the first in modern po"Outside of school .hours," she conMiss Reinhardt quoted from the a.n d r ·ounds. the grapes.
beau); "The Man on the Flying
etry, too. Try something from one I tinued, " I enjoy collecting antiques,
constitution of the Women's League at
Trapeze" (because Lucier wanted
of these volumes: "What's O'clock," re-finishing furniture and taking
Illinois State Normal university to des- Cut through the heatit); "The Drunkard's Song" (un"East Wind", "Men, Women
and hikes. I a m particularly interested
cribe the L eague's relation to the hous- plough through itder the north window, fourth
Ghosts", or "Sword Blades and Poppy in bota ny."
ing of women.
turning it on either side
from the east, by popular reSeed." Amy Lowell always suggests
Mrs Cooke is a member of Kappa
She outlined the duties most com- of your path.
quest): "The Levee Song (beVachel Lindsay to me although I do?'t Delta. Pi and an associate member of
monly performed by the Leagues.
cause every one knew it); "Sweet
know exactly why. She has three m- Sigma Xi.
H. D., Hilda Doolittle is the most imAdeline" (because no serenade is
teresting volumes, "Every Soul Is a
"The activities most commonly menCircus", "The Cargo and Other Poems"
portant of that group of imagists who- i
complete with!out it); "You May
BOOKS _ hundreds of books - 5
tioned are freshman parties, the 'big
1
and "Going to the Sun "
.
,
first joined Ezra Pound and began the
Not Be an Angel" (we know very
·
·
cents-6 f.o.r 25. Rare, ancient, recent
sl.st.er movements, teas, d.an. ces, super- oi·ganl·zed move toward l·magl'st poetry. I
Then there lS. Robert Fros t w'th
1
well you're not) ; "Rain" (because
classic· all magazines· back Nat. GeoVlSIOn of rest rooms, prov1s10n for loan Sh . th
t
I
.
t
t·
"West
R
·
B
k" "Th
A
.,
•
•
.
. .
·e lS e on1Y rue magis , crea mg
it was appropriate-) ; "Farewell
unnlng roo '
ese cres , graphics especially valuable in schoo1
and scholarship
funds,
and
furmshmg
thr
h
h
h
'
led
d
d
and
"Mountain
Interval"
D
't
f
'
bl
"
oug
er c Ise , con ense verse,
Ladies" (as soon as possible!)
.
.'
,?n
?r- work. Come in, brouse around free ly.
assem Y programs.
repl'lcductions of Greek poetry and
Lemonade, cookies, and waterget Loms
Untermeyer s
~urmng Old Mill Book Sho 610 7th St.
On the subject of League organiza- sculpture.
I Bush." Each poet has a touch of h'is
p.
espec~ ally water-were served lition the article says·
]
I
own which you'll like but one of the '
Group Div:sion P redominates
Through the fixation of light, color,
berally by the Pem Hall inmates.
most original (with the exception of f EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS,
"In order to secure, the participa- and emotion her verse reaches th e high
Edna St. Vincent Millay whom as I
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES,
tion of all women, fifteen of the point of intensity. In " Heat" quoted .....
said before I think is the best) is Lew .
MEAT
leagues divide their students into above the weight and solidity of heat 1
Sarrett.
His "Slow Smoke" and I Where E. I. and South Charleston
11
th b .
f
is felt. She is curi•ously Hel:enic and
"Wings Against the Moon" are even
Buy Their Eats
grouph~· ulslua Yt. on Eaech as1~t 0hasge.0ts- , her efforts to draw the contemporary
U
grap wa oca 1011.
u 1
.
,
.
romantic and poetic in the mere title. I
Meet Your Friends Here
1
own officers and carries on a complete 1 world do not measme up Wlth her
--You'll !'ike them tremendously, I know.
1
program of social activities that sup- pagan poems.
A number of large pictures taken
plement the activities carried on by the
H. D . was born in Bethlehem, by Virginia Cottet Snider are on disLook for placards saying, "We adDELICATESSEN
league as a whole.
Pennsylvania. She attended Bryn play in the window 10f Sanders' Studio, vertise in Teachers College News.
1
Phone 73
706 Lincoln Ave.
"Most of the leagues are financed by Mawr college and s ince 1911 has spent Sixth street. The pictures are enlarge• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -money assigned them from student most of her time abroad. She n :J'w lives m ents from snapshots taken by Miss
activity funds. The 14 schools that in Switzerland.
Snider. They are scenes of the counstated the amount they had spent in
She has published Sea Garden tryside around Springfield.
MEN'S FINE~ GRADE
1932-33 m entioned sums ranging from I Hymen, He.liodora and Other Poem :
- - - - - - -$15 to $897. In the main, the leagues and Collected Poems. The last volume
D
F A B
th
featured
'
·
t th ·
d·
ean . . eu was
e
have. ll~tle mo~~Y a
elr
lsposa1' Collected Poems, contains in addition speaker at a meeting of OIJ.e hundred
and 1~ lS surpnsmg that they .~n ac- to her original work, trans:ations from centralia high school boys at Cencomphsh as much as they do.
the Odyssey and her flexible expan- 1 tralia Wednssday evening.
The survey reveals that the Women's sion of fragmentary phrases of SapLeagues justify their existence in their pho.
75c Fitch Dandruff Remover Shaminstitutions. One dean wrote: "We
.
d
·t
'd
1
f
t
d
t
lf
d
pOI::t.
Special at 59c- P eople's Drug
f m 1 1 ea or s u en we are an R. L. KILPATRICK IS
·
}'
·
·
ts"
A
th
StoreWalgreen System. North side
genera1 soCla lzmg pro]ec .
no er
SPEAKER AT CHAPEL
said: "Best organization on
the
square.
WITH 20 AND 22
campus."
lNCH BOTTOMS
Dr. R. L . Kilpatrick of the UniverThe magazine may be found on reTRY OUR
sity of Wisconsin spoke before the
serve in the libarary.
student body Thursd ay afternoon on
Country Life clubs and their purposes.
His appearance was sponsored by the
local Country Life group.
He emphasized three main points:
Fidelis will hold its Spring pledge Country Life clubs are attempting to
banquet at the Rotary club room over reconcile ~nd organize t~.e educat~on
Southwest Corner Square
the East Side Cafe Tuesday evening I al, econom1c, and human mterest s1des
May 7. Only club members a.re to b~ of rural life.
Ideal for sportswear ... Choice of
invited.
new Stripings, Nub effects, Twill
Walton Morris is chairman of the
effects, Flaked effects and Woven
committee making arrangements for
Cords • . . All Sanforized . . .
the affair. Charles Austin and Melvin
Alexander are assisting.
They're made by a better maker
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SLACK

Fresh
Salted Peanuts

Fidelis Announces
Annual Pledge Fete

I

W. E. HILL & SON

for

Tardy marks are costly and unnecessary. School watches given our
special attention. Guaranteed work at
reasonable prices. C. P. Coon, 408 1
Sixth St.

SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING

and are tailored to fit perfectly.
Sizes 28 to 42.

The facilities of this hotel are available

~----------------------·'

Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room
- Banquet Room

A Mother's Day Thot

Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

Give Mother a. Hand Painted :
Picture f Yourself Th' Year

Art Craft Studio
PHONE 598
I

HOTEL U.S. GRANT
Mattoon
Telephone 2700

Illinois

MEN'S SLACKS AT
White Ducks, Nubs, Seersuckers
and Striped Twills. In
sizes 30 to 42.

$129
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Householders Accomodating Women
Vote Standard Housing Fee in '35-'36
.,.,_.,._,;._,•-••-••-ap-••- ••- ••- ••- ••-

Dean Nathile McKay Urges Wo- I
men to Seek Rooms for Next
Year Before Term-end.
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Pegasus Ponders
YOUTH REBORN

Two State Officials to Appear Here
Thursday on Health Week Programs

+·- ··- ··- ••- ••-••-1·-··-··--·-··--·-·+
i Jlottir 1Jiictnse f

Alone I stood between the earth and 1
sky,
i
!
Dr. Cook Will Speak at Chapel;
My h ead among the clouds, my fe et
Dr. Williams of Danville Is on
upon
Sigma
Tau
·Delta
j
Evening
Program.
The soft r esilient earth. My sight
t
•
reached far
+·-·--··-··-··-··-··-··- ··-··-··-~~·-~ + The week of April 29 to May 4 has
To meet the round hcll'izon's
Four new members were pledged to been designated as Health Week in
beckoning.
Sigma Tau Delta last week. The for- the state of Illinois. During this week
The sun , t h en half-way up the
mal initiation banquet follows soon.
Dr. Jirka and his co-workers in the
eastern arc, .
Department of Public Health, hope to
Had curled its flam es around my
The material for the club's anthology do much to educate the public conting:ing flesh
I has been judged by a committee of cerning the avoidance and prevention
Until I felt that I could sm ash the
teachers and accepted m anuscripts are of disease.
world
all
ready to be sent to the printers. The
Th
ll
d
·t
.ll h
With hands of iron and t ear down
anthology will be privately printed by . the. co ege an bcommh U?1 YDWl C e1Pk
.
.
,
m
1s program y avmg r. oo
the stars.
S1gma Tau Delta and the Wnters club of th
t t h lth d
t
t d
epar men a d w1·11 b e . rea d y f or d.1st n..b u t·wn b e- d ress eth es asteu d enea
an
t
b
d
d
·
o y urmg c h ape 1
I heard a rushing sound and turned
fore
school
1s
out.
It
contams
the
best
M
Al
t
·
1
ay 2 .
so, a e1g ht o' c1ock ··1n th e
my head
.
d
f
ld
.
.
work
of
the
club
members.
evenl·
D
.
,
ng, r . w-1111ams
of D anv1.11e, wh o
T o see a b1r o g'l21 nse over
1
me
comes under the auspices of the State
And dip to light upon my outstretched
There will be a meeting of both clubs Medical Society, will give an address.
hand.
this Thursday evening in the recep- Dr. Williams comes by the invitation
tion room. Old and new members are of the college, city physicians, Supt.
I knew myself a god in that brief
invited.
Jeffries cf the c'ity schools and P arspaceent Teachers Associations. The meetA youth immortal who could hold a
ing will be held in the college audi bird
torium ... "Isn't it curious that a man
Of heaven in his h e·a rt as in hi'S
will stuff his brain with all sorts of
hand.
per fectly useless infonnation-the date
My soul sent f•c:rth its fires to touch
Roscoe Pulliam, superintendent of Columbus discovered America, the
the wings
Harrisburg
schools, former instructor oukome of Corbett's fight with SulOf that bright wonder which I held
at
EI,
and
author of a text used by livan, the final lines of Bryant's "Thanalone.
the Education department, is promi- atopss"-and be shut off from inBut on a sudden, as an arrow
nently mentioned as a possibility for formation which might save his son,
speeds
presidency of Southern State Teach- his daughter, his wife, or himself?"
When loosed from bending bow and
ers College, left vacant by the recent
snapp~ng st ring,
death of H. w. Shryock.
SPRING CONCERT WILL
The bird took fli ght into the upper
Two other Illinois educators, William
BE GIVEN ON MAY 14
air
McAndrew, head football coach at
And beat with swift and steady wings South:rn, and Frank J ensen, 12 years
The Spring Concert of the Teach1 supermtendent of grade schools at ers College Band under the direct ion
a path
Of curved g.:,:d down to the rising
~ockfo~d, also are being given top con-I of R. W. Weckel will be given Tuessun.
Slderatwn.
day night, May 14, at 8 o'clock. The
Wit h breath caught back, I watched it
Applications for the position have program will consist of numbers by
as it went.
been pouring into the office of J . D . Mendelssohn, Sousa, Ippolitow-Ivanov,
. Dill, Carbondale board member, and and Luigini. Further details will apIt crossed the burning ball and drew John Wieland, Superintendent of Pub- pear in a latter issue of the News.
lie .Instruction.
from it
The blinding light it had, and all
News ads will tell you what Charlesthe warmth,
!
ton
merchants have to offer. Watch
through by flesh
And wove them in its trembling
them
and trade with our advertisers.
And ate it till it shrank to half the
golden wings.
size
A darkness fell around me, d eeper
QUALITY CHICKS
My h ead no :Jcnger
1 It was before.
yet
and
touched
Than any darkness mortal man has
CUSTOM
HATCHING
The friendly clouds. From out of
known.
Feeds
silence came
Where flames had been , the cold crept A mighty wind that bowed me to the
Coles County H atchery
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Householders accommodating women
students in 1934-35 discussed plans for
the ensuing year with Miss Nathile
By
McKay, Dean of Women, at a recent
l
Roy
Wilson
J
social-business hour meeting.
Mcst prominent
of
pertinen t +
topics
was
establishment of a
The "Political P anorama" of half a
standard · housing charge· in 1935- century was satirically portrayed in
36. A flat rate was agreed upon songs and skits at Washington last
and met with hearty approval of the fortnight at the go:den jubilee dinner
householders. The standard fee h as of the Gridiron club, honorary organtwo purposes. When students look at ization f•cr Washington correspondents.
the list of prices they will know exactly Inaugurated during t he fir t term of
what to pay; this will prevent students President Grover Cleveland back in
going from house t o house, seeking 1885, the group has good-naturedly
out the lowest rate. It also protects lampooned political dignitaries at its
the student from exploitation by the s emi-annual banquets ever since. Presihouseholder and protects the house- dent Roosevelt broke a Gridiron preholder in like manner.
cedent at the dinner by pers2rnally part""The flat rate will not go into effect ticipating in one of the skits. He joinuntil next Fall. Women students, ed in the dialogue of a sketch that
however, are urged by Dean McKay came as an informal introduction to
to find places to stay next year before the President's unreported speech-the
the end of this term. They are advised traditional finale of all Gridiron banto take sufficient time and ample ·c are quets since Presidents have attended
in selecting their quarters. Miss Mc- them.
Kay, in a statement to a News representative, said that "A fine spirit of Ent er Barnum
co-operation exists among the houseIn -cne sketch, Phineas T. Barnum,
holders this year. I wish to thank introduced as "the historic predecest?em, for their interest and sugges- sor of Frank:in D. Roosevelt," presenttwns.
Jed "the most amazing group of oddThe college will introduce a new- ities ever brought together in one adtype record card next fall. It will be ministrattcn."
the most comprehensive ever used at
"First," bellowed Barnum, "we h ave
EI. In addition to the usual material the fat philatelist, patron of the mails,
asked for record files, an "Activities" known around the world for her ge nsection is to be featured. In it each erous nature-Fatima Farley. She will
new student will list what high schoo' be glad to present to each and every
activities he has participated in and one of you, abs2.Jutely free and for
the offices he has held. This feature nothing, a stamp bea ring h er own likeis designed t o distinguish the leaders ness.
"Next we have the living skeleton.
entering the college, and make them
available to upperclassmen seeking re- He plows under plgs and plants p!atiliable organization members.
tudes. He thinks he's prosperous, but
In addition, there will be a blank he's starving-senor Enrico Walla ce."
in which the student may indicate the
Also included in the Mighty Showactivities in which he is most inter- man's J.lresentatk:rn wer e Pasha Cumested. For the upperclassmen there mings, "the world's most accomplishwill be blanks for indicating what of- ed word swallower" who "can swallow
fices he holds, and to what clubs he anything from a nutmeg to a Farley
belongs.
appoin tee"; General Tom Thumb Ickes,
It is planned also to hold an orien- ~ "left over from the Chicag'CI Fair" and
Phone 238
609 Seventh St.
tation period for freshmen beginning "brought h ::.re tonight at a cost of $4,- b
.
ff
h
.
(Continued on Page 9)
0
' 1800,000,000." Winding up the procession umpmg
~n arc duke? Agam we
next Fall.
was ~m~G . O . P., · ·~ ~w~m~~~m~~~~- D~t- 1 ~--------------------------------~
thinnest elephant."
!less we could keep th1s up for some 1
time. But doesn't it begin to appear
A Case of Jitters?
that Mr. Walgreen was just a bit jitIf you know the name of a picture
Those students who found time to tery?
A full line of hardware, paints, dishes, kitchen
but can't recall that picture to your read their daily newspapers amid the
Robert Maynard H~tchins, president
utensils, tools, cutlery, and sporting goods.
~···""mind, or if you know a picture but not 1 pressure of six-weeks' examinations of the university, took time to answer
We also repair suitcases, bags, trunks, and all leather goods.
its name-come up to see if it's in the just prior to the Easter interlude will the Red charge in a radio address; he
exhibition of reproductions of master- recall stories pertaining
to
Red practically annihilated it. He explain" See Us Before You Buy "
pieces in the Art room. G~llery talks charges aimed at the University of , e~ w~at a university sho~ld be-an inPHONE 492
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
are being given about the pictures and 1Chicago. Drug tycoon Charles R. :ot1tut10n devoted to findmg and com-
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IFormer Teacher May

Win SI Presidency

I

I

- Art-i-facts-

A. G. FROMMEL

~~
~

I

~~~

W~~ern
was llie a~h~ ~ fue mu~~~glliek~h. F~ingto ~~~--------------------------------~
charges. To us, the eminent pill and these things, he says, it is no longer

Wilma Brumleve calls attention to hand-lotion czar seems unduly per- a ~niversity. With?ut f~eedom of inthe reproduction of Jean Louis For- I turbed. Judging from his statements, qmry, freedo~ of d1sc~ssw~, and free. • "The confused Witness" in the J he believed that information leads dom of teachmg, a umvers1ty becomes,
~:~ty Fair for May. The picture is automatically to emulation. This is a he believes, a political party o: . an
a satire of the courtroom. Forain was J pretty theory, except for one thing. It age~cy of propaganda. And ~olltlcal
a modern French artist who followed simply isn't true. Three weeks ago we Ip_adrtdlels and protpag~nda_ t~gencles, dethe Impressionist company of Maney studied the life and works of Lord Cl e y, are no umvers1 1es.
and Degas.
Byron in an English poetry class. But
have you seen us packing up our swimPave! Tchel'itchew was nominated ming togs and booking passage for the
for the Hall of Fame by Vanity Fair Hellespont?_ Hardly. On _an?ther re- I
Glasses Fitted by
for his art work. He was desLgning c~nt. oc~s10n the 1914 mc1dents at
stage settings before he was twenty- SeraJevo engaged our attention. Have
five, although he had .never been to we been interesting ourselves with
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
art school.
pistol-practice since, preparatory to

l

II
I
I

Now that it's spring, the last six
weeks seems to be merely an anticlimax. and we all wish we were P avel
Tchelitchews.
The Art classes are trying to fill
space pleasingly with a design for a
breakfast. Dorothy H'ills is trying to
draw an abstract can of tomato juice.
Glen Cooper left his space blank-he
says he doesn 't eat breakfast.
A reproduction

of "Resurrection"
from the school of Carivaggio has
been posted on the library bulletin
board, in keeping with the Easter season. The picture was taken from t he
Chicago Sunday Tribune for April 21.

I
I

EYES TESTED
RICKETTS

Have You Seen the New
DRESSES at

The VOGUE

SHOP

THEY ARE LOVELY

Wearing WHITE this summer?
Whether you choose white, brown, or
a combination, you will find just what
you want in our broad selection.

$2.50
to

$5.00

RYAN SHOE STORE
EAST SIDE SQUARE

KEITH'S BAKERY
BAKERS OF

A Full and Complete Line of
WHITE
PLUMBING & HEt\TING
COMPANY

Plumbing, Beating and
Sheet Metal Work.

PHONE 295

All sizes, styles and colors-in
all wanted materials.

FANCY ·PASTRIES

COME IN!

SPECIAL ORDERS SOLICITED

LET US SHOW YOU!

Keith's Bread-Ask For It By Name
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State Normal Beats EI In Ten·Innings by 10 to 8 Score
+
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Wobbly Work Afield Results in Seven
Errors; Honefinger and Lanman Pitch LANTZ
-0Rodeghiro Gets Four Hits for Red F ORMER LITTLE 19
Birds ; Lewis and
Lead EI Attack.

STAR SIGNS UP WITH
I
THREE EYE LEAGUE I
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Trackmen Meet State Normal Team
Here Friday; El Lacks Field Talent
Gorens Is Triple-threat Red Bird
INDIANA STATE BOWS
Star; Upton, Holmes Pacing
TO LANTZMEN, 11 TO 8;
HONEFINGER PITCHES 1 EI.

GRAMS
=

I

Our Lantzmen can't seem to get baseA number of former Little Nineteen
i Eastern Stat.e's baseball team con- Eastern State trackmen, beaten in
ball errors out of their system. Against baseball stars ar·e· getting try-outs in
~
j centrated a 16 hit attack in two i:n- their first two starts of the season, will
Normal here Saturday this particular the newly reorganized Three Eye I j
John Wyeth
j nings h e·r e April 10 to win its ,:;pening try ~gain this Friday on Schahrer Field
evil was responsible for a 10-8 defeat League. Decatur has signed Dean
_,_ 1 ,_,._.,_.,_,._,._,._.,_,,_,._,~ test of the season .against Indiana agamst one of the more distinguished
in ten innings. The Red Birds ex- Trainer, Millikin catcher, and Pete VisI state by an 11-8 score·. The Lantzmen teams ,of the conference-State Norm?anded ~ig~t hits and se~en EI errors tart, former Illinois W·csleyan catcher.
BITS ABOUT 'EMtallied ten runs in two innings, the al. The Red Birds always have been
mto the1r fmal tally, wh1le the locals Joe Berghahl, co-captain of the wesANDY ANDERSON who finished the sixth and eighth.
strong in the spring sports special and
1
had less success with their 12 safe leyan team last y.e ar, has accepted a two mile event SID· handily against Car- l Okey Honefinger, veteran flinger, was bid fair to repeat this season.
Practically the same team which carblows, Roreghinol, Normal shortstop, ocntract to p~ay with Bloomington. He bondale Friday has developed a stride in rare form and although touched for
gave EI pitchers an uncomfortable aft- 1s
· a f 1rs
" t baseman. Al Sherer, wh o which should carry him p~aces this sea- ten hits, kept them well spaced and ned
·
Stat e Normal to the Teachers
ernoon by smashing out four hits in pitched for Wesleyan in 1933 and with
H h
d
k bl .
was invincib~e in the clos~ng frames. College track title last year will be
fom times up and scorin.g four run.s. Rocheste-r last season • IS. also' playi·ng son.
e t as rnathe fa remar
a e rm-d 11 W obbl y f1eldmg
. .
had Hi onefmger
.
.
h d"
m
presen t F n.d ay. G orens, co1ored star
1
·nger
vetera
·
n
r"ght
"th
Bl
.
t
provemen
over
eorm
e
ISP
aye
.
.
.
.
.
. th e cen t ury, h ur dl es, and broad
Okey Honefl
oom1ng on.
.
t
t f
JOE I trouble durmg the f1rst f1ve 1nrungs.
m
.
1 - Wl
1as
11 · · · ·
hander, sta.rted for the locals, pitched
m
cross
coun
ry
a
·
· r~nnmg
·
Old Burleigh Grimes who is man- HENDERSON and his room mate,
carlock, making his debut for EI at Jump
_IS
some _of th e f'mes t
eight and one-third innings, and al- aging the Bloomington club will have a
I f. t b ase, s h ared b atting honors of rac"s
m h1s career Smith Flcster and
lowed seven hits. Lefty Lanman finCARL MILLER, hav.e purchased the Irs
~
.
.
,
.•
chance to develop two ,o.f the outstand- JIM TAM
.d
·t THE the day with Chotcy Shaw, left fielder. Bush are takmg care of. the distance
'ished. u~, gave only one hit, but was ing Little Nineteen pitching stars. Pim KRAKER BOaXn JOrEenamt etd tlh t th I Each smashed out three hits
Four events in record-breaking time. This
the ·VICtim of four runs ·
·
s ano,esbe the
a ex-e 1 errors helped state to its eight
·
· IS
· JOmed.
· ·
· of the
.
.
Goff and Russ Ahearn, State Norm- restaurant will continue
runs. t no
b! Forbes, captam
The Lantzmen entered the runth m- al twirlers last season are bc·inO' tried 1 .
d
f
h
t 1 Bibbs state's ne<M,D star made three team. Barton 1s one of the team's star
·
·th
d H
f"
•
"'
· c us1ve ren ezvous
or
ungry s u~
,
"'~
,
t
1
7
6
1
n mtg h~
~l beof eath. b otne mge1f· Tom Ahearn, twin brother of Russ and dents . . . LOREN FOX deserves a hits in four time at bat.
hurdlers.
1os
IS gm e
ore
e -a work o ' a catcher, is a!so getting a chance. Goff
.
.
·
.
No
1 h
11 b 1
d d. tr1·
Rodeghiro who placed his fourth hit
.
. .
.
hand for h1s reversal of form m the
EI was to have met Indiana m a rerma as a we
a ance
Is •
•
was tned out by Cmcmnat1 last year
·
·
t
F ·d
·
·
buti·on of pow"r 1·n f1"eld events Carr
of the day into left field Lanman took b t d"
.
m1le relay. Agamst DEKALB be com- urn game n ay, Apnl 13, but mcl·e'"
·
u 1d not get an opportumty to1 per- 1 t 1 1 t h.
f
·
t
th
d
t·
is reociJ:d ho:der of the Teachers Col·
up pitching duties and promptly be- form in the majors.
pde be Ydl os t IS se~s~ o pa~e and trail- men wea er cause cance 11a 1on.
came the victim of some very we'ird
e
a y a the fm1sh. H1s error was
lege meet in the pole vault.
fielding. Four of the outs made in the
corrected and he ran a very creditable
Freshmen have gained the majorninth and tenth were by the strike- Normal Golfers Beat
j race against SOUTHERN .... An or1 Igs ID pen1ng ity of EI's po-ints in the first two meets.
out route, but Normal got men on
g
chid to VI~CE KELLY f,o:r taking _his
Kittenball Conflicts , Bob ~olm~s easily _captured firsts m
base and in home anyway. Jacquat
atur ay,
to
own part m the tangle on the first I
-the high JUmp agamst DeKalb ~nd
was hit by a pitched ball and took
turn in the relay race in which CARIntramural kittenball is now in full Southern. Marvin Upton led the field
first. Jacobson was out on a pop foul
State Normal ruined E.I's debut into BONDALE was disqualified .... Among swing with four teams entered. Spring in the mile run against both tea~.
to Lewis, but Aleks batting for Mur- golfing competition here Saturday the freshmen who come in for applause weather and the baseball bug have Anderson, another frosh, is 1ookmg
dock reached base on a passed ball and afternoon on . the Charleston Country are MARV U~ON in. the_ mile and brought out fifty men to play on the good in the two mile ~un. Younger,
Rodeghiro scored on the same error Club course w1th a 9 to 3 victory. Dur- BOB HOLMES m the high JUmp. They teams: the Phi Sigs Bull Dogs L"
low hurdler, has placed m both meets.
moments later. Lanman struck out wood Boone, co-champion of the Lit- won two of EI's four first places . . . . , and Industrial Arts.' The tea~s ~~ns Ve-terans have failed to come through
Gelismino and White to end the in- tle Nineteen conference, led his team I MARION MATHAS. has just about de-j twice a week on Lincoln Field.
ay in expected style, although Kelly, Ausn'ing.
to victory with two brilliant rounds of cided to patna nize home industry as far I
Phi s·
w·
tin, Cummins, and Henderson have
In the tenth Augustine swung at a golf.
as racket restringing is concerned. The
The first
th~s m f d th broken into the score column.
.
· ·
f h"
"d
· ·
game IS season oun
e
EI'
t t
k
· · we1ght
Players were •m d lVl"du~11 y ma,t ch e d f ac t ory s t rmgmg.
third strike, but the ball escaped Dao ~s W1 ely public1z- Phi Sigs and the Bull Dogs tangling;
s grea es wea ness 1s m
vidson and the batter reached first. for the 18-hole match. SIX men play- ed DAVIS CUP 1s gomg out after only Phi Sigs came out
th 1
d events. The locals lost 22 out of 27
Ballard erred on C1ine's drive puttinD' ed for EI, four of the tea-m's members two weeks of service· ... The AUSTIN 9_1 Batteries fo thon
e ong. ePnh~1 points against DeKalb and 23 out of
'
o
sha r·~ng 1~
· one f oursome an d each I sprm
· t d ~e 1 IS
·
·
Th"IS time
·
·
rand e Harwood;
game were. Bull 27 t o c a.rb ond a 1e.
two men on. Rodeghiro stepped
in
o~ agam.
Sigs-Hendricks
front of a pitch and was motioned to playmg nme holes.
CHARLEY led his brother to the tape Dogs~Daily and Minnick. A triple by
------first. Jacquat struck out but Jacob_Boone was forc·e d to share honors I by less than a yard · · · · HOWARD Harwood in the fifth frame pushed
OFFICIATE AT CONTEST
son's sacrifice fly scored a run. Aleks With two Charleston pla.yers. Clarence I B~LLAR~ pulled the BABE RUTH across three runs for the Seventh
-singled to left, scoring the fina-l runs Carlso~, number one rna~ for _Er, play- 1tnck agamst MILLIKI~ la~t wee~. H e- street boys. The lone run for the Bull 1 Several EI athletes, the m-ajority 0
of the da:y. EI's final run resulted ed Boone even for the f1rst n;ne hol_es. knocked a home run . ~1s frrst tnp to' Dogs was scored in the first inning.
I the.~ members of the track t eam, wer
from Kessinger's double after Ballard 1 B~t B~n.e play~~ one-undei par fig- the plate and went h:t.ess for the rest 1
Lions Forfeit
off1c1als at the Eastern Ill'inois Higl
had walked.
mes ovei the fnst. holes of the sec- ' of the afternoon . .. OKE'Y HONE- ~ The Bull Dogs won a forfeit from School League Track and Field mee
The score was close throughout with ond round and clmched the match. , FINGER's practice uniform carries a the Lions in the second game In- at Paris Saturday.
EI taking a 7_6 lead after the seventh ,_ Boone s~ared low score total for nine hair-pin advertisement on the back of 1 dustrial Arts were taken into· camp
frame. Normal scored three in the holes With Ed (Shorty) Gates, who the shirt . . . JOE KELLY'S baseball by the Bull Dogs to the tune of 18-4.
sixth with the aid •Dif Jacobson's "wind- scored a 39: Herbster, Normal's sec- cap carries a history. It was once· the I The slugging west-siders scored a run
blown" home run and EI retaliated o~d 1 playe~ sh~t 47~41 for ~n 18 hole property of a NATIONAL LEAGUE I in every inning. Mathas went the
with three runs in their half of the t ta of 88 .which tied the figure scor- star who' played fm the ST. LOUIS route for the Industrial Arts while
"BETTER GASOLINE"
inning on two hits and two errors.
ed by Carlson of EI. .
CARDS · · · · EDWIN GALBREATH'S. Daily pitched the en,tire game for the
~cores over each nme, totals, and watch stopped three times while he Bull Dogs.
Normal scored two mor.e runs in
pomt result's are:
was timing the two mile. Fortunately
"Won and lost" to date are: Phi
the seventh by virtue of a base on balls,
1
Newell, Eastern-51-46-97.
there were three othET watches on the Sigs, 2-0; Bull Dogs, 2-1; Industrial
ync
0.
tabon
1
an en;o·r, and a single by the irreHerl)oster, Normal-47-41-88.
event .... If KAPPA DELTA PI isn't Arts, 0-1; Lions, 0-2.
Cor. 5th & Monroe.
Phone 500
pressible Rodeghiro.
Pomts-Normal, 3.
careful it will be greatly disgraced. One
The locals regained the lead, however,
Carlson, Eastern-44- 44-88.
of its members is threatening to make
Patronize thE: News advertisers.
Bulk Plant on Big 4 R. R.
with three runs in the last half. Two
Boo~e, Norm~-:44-3973.
an athletic team. Prexy BILL BAILS
€'rrors, a base on balls, and Davidson's
Pomts-EI, Yz • N., 2 Yz ·
is making a strong bid for the tenn'i.s
triple accounted for the scoreSJ.
Gates, E·a stern-39.
team.
Bill Lewis, with three singles, and
Fairchild, Eastern-55-94T.
Davidson with a double and a trip~e
Davis, Normal-52 -46- 98.
GOLF CARD RELEASED
led EI's attack.
Points-EI, 1; N., 2.
NORMAL
AB R H E
Summers, Eastern-48.
The schedule for Eastern State's
Cline, lf ..............................6 2 0 1
Weiland, Eastern-50-98T.
newly-formed golf team during the reRodeghiro, ss .................... 4 4 4 1 I McKay, Normal-47-50-97.
mainder of the season is as follows:
Points-EI, Ph ; N., Ph .
Jacquat, 1b ........................ 5 1 2 0
Apri:l 27-Stat= Normal university,
Jacobson, cf ........................ 5 1 2 0
.
.
I here; May 4-Indiana State T:eachers,
Stiegele, c .......................... 1 0 0 0 R
Kilpatrick
I here; May 1{}-Indiana State TeachMurdock, c ........................ 3' 0 0 0
Guest at Club Meet I ers, at Terre Haute; May 11-State
Aleks, 1b, p .......................... 2 0 0 0
Normal, there; May 18-Confer-ence I
Gilssimino, rf ............... ..... 6 0 0 0
j
Alfeldt, 3b ........................ ..4 0 0 1 Dr. E.. L. Kilpatrick of the Univer-1 golf meet at Decatur (Millikin).
White, 2b ........ .................. ..4 1 0 1 sity of Wisconsin was the special guest
FuUer, p
.... ........................ 2 0 0 0 of the Country Life club last Thurs- 1
,
Busker, 1b ............................ 0 0 0 0 day, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wes- ~
Augustine, p
.................... 2 1 0 o ley C, Eastman.
Dr. Kilpatrick, who is chairman of
41 the National Country Life Club asso•
8
ciation, discussed his plans for the
R H E Columbia National Convention with
2 2 2 the club. During the course of the
0 U
0
2 0 discussion, Dr . Kilpatrick described
0 3 1 the organization of Country Life clubs
0 1 1 at other colleges.
e Lastex tops hold up these new
1 0 0
After the business meeting and pro-to Fa,ll Asleep
Bobbed Hosies by Phoenix. They're so
0 1 3 gram, refreshments of punch and
1 0 0 cookies were served.
comfortable! And smart, too-in fine
0
0 0
Meadow ..
Phoenix chiffon. Ask for Bobbed Hosies,
1 1 0
in the new Phoenix Racing Colors.
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done
0 0 0
Gold Milk
3 2 0
Pasteurized for Your Protection
0 0 0
0
0 0
Phnn~ 7, Delivered Befc•re Breakfast
CLOTHIERS
8 12 7
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Southern Swamps Eastern Trackmen;
Millikin Nine Whips Lantzmen, 10-3

Pegasus Ponders
(Contimv~d

from Page

Six EI Students, F acuity to Appear
On Program at Academy of Science

7)

sod

'

Six EI students and faculty mem- grams pertaining to progress in agribers are scheduled to take part in the culture, ant~·opology, botany, chemprogram of the Illinois .state Academy 1 istry, economics, geography, geology,
.
.
.
I medicine, public health, physics, anrt
of Science which convenes m Bloom- zoology will be given. The section in
ington for its twenty-eighth annual I psychology and education will not m eet
meeting this Friday and Saturday. this year.
Demonstr.atio?s and talks will be given
Teachers College high schools will
by 125 scientists from all parts of the I be represented at the meeting by
state.
Rosemary McArthur and Claude DurFaculty members from EI who will gee.
appear on the program and their sub- ~
.
jects are: E. L. stover and Miss rca
FlVe hundred delegates ~re expected
Marks-"A Collection of Fleshy As- , to be present for the sessions.
comycetes from East Central Illinois;"
.
o. L. Railsback _ "Protecting VoltIf you are a stranger here, the most
meters in the Laboratory;" and Frank J orofitable tip we can .give you is to
L. verwiebe _"Thermodynamic Mod- trade at the stores usmg our columns
els." Glenn Davis will represent EI for advertisments.
students discussing some new developments in the field of microtechnique.
A delegate from the Science club will
aid in a roundtable discussion of the
topic, "What Makes a Science Club
CAR WASHING AND
Effective?"
POLISHING
The Academy is divided into 11 sec619 Van Buren St.
tions. Lecture and demonstration pro- I

Payton, Crisp, Hill and Bauder Honefinger and Lanman Pounded And tore away my great immortal
Pace Winners; Freshman CanHard; Ballard Hits Home Run
strength
didates Star for Locals.
in OP.,ening Inning.
And left me like a solitary

I

snail
Southern Illinois State Teachers ColEastern State's debut into conference Upon the silent
lege rolled up 96 points to 35 for EI in baseball play ended dismally enough
earth.
a track meet .on Schahrer Field Friday Wednesday afternoon when Millikin's
afternoon. Carbondale scored four clouting crew won by a 10-3 score at r woke to find myself a toiling mortal,
slams, came within an ace of copping 1 Decatur. Logan (Lefty) Lanman, who
grieved and pained
every point six other events, and in started for EI, was relteved in the fifth With ways of stubborn earth. There
general repulsed the locals in every de- after Millikin had scored five runs and
was no bird
partment. It marked the second sue- collected seven hits. Honefinger was Of gold, though there were birds that
cessive year that the Sinoos have piled pounded just as freely, gave up five
opened up
up an imposing score, EI having lost runs, and six hits.
Their throats with silver songs and
to the same team last year, 109 to 22.
Herman Mehmken, veteran Millikin
twitterings,
EI's three freshman stars, Bob twirler, went the route f•cr the Blue and There was no molten sun with
Holmes, Dale Anderson, and Marvin held EI well in check. He gave up
curling flames;
Upton came through with victories only eight hits and fanned a man to Instead, a white hot coin within
again Friday. They made auspicious match every hit. Howard Ballard, playa sky
debuts against DeKalb and then dupli- ing center field, provided EI's heavy 1 Of heated blue emitted light in
cated agalnst southern. Upton won sticking with a home run in the first 1
rays
th e mile in 4:44 time while Holmes i~ning. Choth~ Shaw came through j Of yellow hue that streaked the green
was copping the high jump in easy With a double m the second to send
of earth
fashion. Anderson led Upton in the . two runs home-the last the locals And played at hide-and-seek among
two mile run.
were to score. Carlock go~ the o~ly I
the trees.
other extra base blows, a tnple, which
1
Th e 1oca1s can 1ay mos t of th e bl arne ,
ted
.
for their defeat at the flying feet of waMs .wll~k. h. d
tr b'
One day I fell asle ep. While ages
,
ou _e so1Vlng
I I m a some
two negro st~rs from Car.bondale. Lanman and did not get to• him until
passed
.
.
Paybon
. and Cnsp, track duo, picked up th e f ourth . Th·e Bl ue ch ase d across My flesh sank down mto enfoldmg
1
two first places apiece and had a comin the second and another in
dust
bined t otal of 27 points. Payton won ~~=
on hits and errors and went ' Lil{e eve~y house that has known
the 220 yard d~h and the century, and into a ermanent lead in the fourth on
pam too much.
.
took seconds m the 220 yard hurdles
hp
d
h"tt
·
My
soul
has
drawn
about
It
new-holl'n
. some an some I mg.
.
Bill Giraitis, Millikin third sacker,
Lesh
and broad jump. Crisp was vic~or ~n
both hurdle events and won a third m !' opened the fourth with a home run. To mingle with the flames of molten
the broad ' jump. Two other 'Sout.hern Mehmken's single, an error by Coopsun.
~entle~en pr~ved to h~ve. the hi~hly er, a base on balls to Spillman, and Again I hold communion with the
nn~ymg quallt~ of . wmmng pom~s Garriott's single chased across three
clouds,
consiStently. Hill trailed Payto~ m more runs. Millikin picked up another Again I know the strength that t ears
both dashes and wen the broad JUmp. marker in the sixth and then pounced
down stars
~arry Bau~~r h.ad littl~ trouble tak- authoritatively on Honefinger in the And smas.hes worlds, and I have heard I
mg top position m the discus and shot eight with a f,cur run attack. A homer
agam
put events.
by Clauter started Okey's downfall.
The sound •oif rushing wings. My hand
now holds
EI won the mile relay when CarbonSpi:llman led the Blue's attack with
two
hits
in
two
attempts.
A
bird
of shining gold. In this brief
dale· was disqualified for fouling on one
of the turns.
MILLIKIN
AB R H E
space
...................... 5 1 3 0 I know myself a god who dwells
220 yard dash-PaytJcn, SI, first; Garriott, cf
0 0 0
apart
Hill, SI, second; Austin, EI third. Craig, 2b ............................. .4
....................5 1 2 0 Between two darks-one past and one
Marshall, 1b
Time-22.3.
· h f
to come,
,
880 yard run-Grisko, SI, first; Par- L emc •. r f ····························2 0 0 0 1 A Y•CIUt h immorta1 m
· E t erni·ty.
sons, SI, second; Kuehn, SI third. Lip ins k I, r
·· ·· ····················1 0 0 0
0 1 0
-L. Beatrice Widger.
Time-2: 07.
Allan, rf
....... ..... .. ............. .l
120 yard high hurdles-Crisp,
Van Ausdal, c
................ 5 0 0 1
first; Paredinis, SI, second; Neal, SI, Giraitis, 3b ................ ...... ..4 2 2 0
$1.00 Cotys Powder- All shades and
third. Time-15.9.
EI, Mehmken, p ................ ..... .4 1 2 0
1
odors,
75c-People's Drug Store-Wal100 yard dash-Payton, SI, first; Hill, Clauter, ss
························ 3 1 1
2
4
2 0 green System. North side square.
sr, second; Austin, EI, third. Time- Spillman, lf ........ ................

I
I

I

I

I

EDDIE GREEN

·----------------------------~

I

:::::d

I

I

............................ 36 10 13 E2 1
One mile run-Up t on, EI , f"Irs t ; Pip- 1 Tota~s
.er, SI, second; Anderson, EI, third. CHARLESTON
AB R H
Time-4:44.
Ballard, cf ........................ ..4 1 1 0
440 yard dash-Heiderschied, S.I, Kessinger, 2b .............. .. .... 3
0
1 21
They Would Go to the
first; Tripp, SI, second; Kelly, ET, Lewis, ss ........................... .4 0 1 1 1'
third. Time-53.
carlock, 1b ........ ................3 o 1 0
GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
Two mile run-Anderson, EI, first; Strader, c ............ ..................4 1 2 1 !
to be rebuilt
Upbcn , EI, second; Newton, SI, third. C'ook, 3b ..............................4 1 1 0 I
W.
C.
FITZPATRICK
Time-10.45.
Shaw, lf ... .. .......... ............ ... 3 0 1 0 .
220 yard low hurc'"Jes-Crisp, SI, Cooper, rf ............ .......... .... 3
0 0 1
PHONE 74
first; Payton, SI, secor\d; Younger, EI, Lanman, p ..........................1 0 0 0
third . Time-25.6.
Honefinger, p ..... .. .............1 0 0 0
Mile relay-EI, first, by disqualifica- Dewey, z .. .......................... 1 0 0 0
tion, (Kelly, Neal, Fox, Cummins) ; SI, Winkley, zz ........................ 1 0 0 0
second, (Odom, Heiderschred, Tripp, Curry, zzz ..........................1 0 0 0
Buckner).
High jump-Holi!l2s, EI, first; Alex- Totals ........................ .. ...... 33 3 8 5
z--Batted for Lanman in fifth.
ander, EI, George, SI, Henderson, E:I,
Reeves, SI, t ied for second. Heightzz--.Batted f1::Jil· Shaw in ninth.
EAST SIDE SQUARE
5 feet 8 inches.
zzz--.Batted for Cooper in ninth.
PoOle vault-Tullis, Lawson,
and
Ice cold, refreshing drinks, sundaes,
Conwith of SI won first. HeightPatronize the News advertisers.
sodas, ice cream.
10 feet 6 inches.
Javelin-Kerley, SI, first; Holmes,
VISIT OUR STORE
EI, seconrt; Aikm, SI, third. Distance168 feet 10'h in.::hes.
We handle Cherry's Ice Cream
Shot put,--Dauder, SI, first; North,
Tooth Pastes, Tooth Brushes and
SI, second; Davis, EI third. Distance~
Tooth Powders
EVERYTHING GOOD
40 feet 1 inch.
I
Discus-Bauder, SI, first; North, SI,
and
All Toilet Articles
TO EAT
second; Emery, SI, third. Distance-126 feet.
403 Lincoln St.
Phone 422
Broad jump--Hill, SI, first; Payton,
SI, second; Crisp, SI, third. Distance22 feet 6 inches.
10.1.

If Your Shoes Could
i
Walk

r----------------------------1

STUART'S

jEROME KERN'S
queen of musical
romanceJ~ brought
to the screen

THURSDAY ONLYEVERYONE lOc
Aline McMAHON-Guy KIBBEE
in

MARY JANE'S PA
with Tom BROWN-Nan GRAY
FRIDAY ONLY-

Richard BARTHELMESS
in

FOUR HOURS TO KILL
with Joe MORRISON

DRUG STORE

Fletcher's Grocery

SATURDAY ONLYCharles BUTTERWORTH-Una MERKEL
in

BABY FACE HARRINGTON
ON THE STAGE-

The Wonder TRICK HORSE "QUEEN BLOSSOM "
SUNDAY & MONDAY-

Stuart's Drug Store

FORMER STUDENT IS
MARRIED SATURDAY
Miss Daisy Icenogle · and Anton H .
Larson were married here at 3 o'clock
Saturday afternoon.
The bride is a
graduate of TC high school and of the
tw,01 year cou!·se at EI. For the past
five years she has been teaching at
Elmwood Patk, near Chicago.

Furste'sAuto Supply
Buy It For Less at Furste 's

PHONE 24
AT THE REX THEATRE

BAND hOX DRY OLEANING
Odorlt~s-No

Fading
No ·~hrinking

Send your Mother a fine box of Chocolates
for Mother's Day

KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES

Sunshine Laundry

Corner Confectic;»nery

FRIDAY & SAT.-

SUNDAY & MON.-

in

Preston FOSTER
Lila LEE
in

"STONE OF
SILVER CREEK"

"THE PEOPLE'S
ENEMY"

Buck JONES

I

PHQNE~3:97~_______jlll______________________~P-H_o_N_E__s_t_______________________j~~.....................................................
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Illinois Beta of Kappa -M u Epsilon Is ]36 Students Journey
Country Life D~legates Attend Rural
ZJ
Decatur Thursday
l nstalle d nere
on T'h
.l
ursd. ay, A prl•Ill T oFor
Scientific Tours Conference in Champ a ign Saturday
j

J . P aul Is Whiz as
Hot Dog Impressario

A group of representatives from the
The Illinois Beta chapter of K appa
Thirty_-six EI students, members of
tS
Mu Epsilon, mathematic fraternity for
the economic botany and the organic
WO
Country Life club attended a Young
four-year colleges, was installed at EI
and analytical chemistry classes, joUTP eople's Rural Life Conference at
on Thursday afternoon, April 11. C.
neyed to Decatur last Thursday to visit
Champaign
last Saturday. The gen(Continued from P age 1)
N. Mills, professor of mathematics at
Staley's starch factory, a pharmaJoe Henderson and Carl Miller, eral subject of the conference was
Ill'inois State Normal university and
ceutica l company, the sewage disposal sophomores at EI, are the new man- "Programs of Interest to Rural Youn"
o
the national treasurer of Kappa Mu piano 'recital' which drew laughs and plant and city waterworks. Hiram F. agers of the Jim Tam, refreshment es- People."
Epsilon, and John Shehan, a member an enthusiastic encore; and Virginia Thut, botany instructor, and Harris E. tablishment on Fourth street, near
The program consisted of lectures
of the Normal chapter, were in charge Ghe~r, pian?-pr~st'idigitate~. Charles Phipps, chemistry instructor .. w.ere in Lincoln avenue. They purchased the reports of what rural young peopl~
of the installation held in the Prac- Austm, recrmted m a last mmute cam- charge of the trip.
place of business from Richard Pop- are doing, and group discussions on
tical Arts building.
/ ?aign, served as master of ceremonThe entire manufacturing system ham sunday, April 21. They have activity programs fo~ rural life. The
Fifteen. charter members
were Ies.
was toured at Staley's, students view- renamed it "The Kraker Box."
1 conference was held m the Smith Mepledged at the installation: .Fiske Al- 1 The carn~val, then, was a 'spir~~ual' ing the corn and soy bean processes
. '
. . Imorial hall, the new agricultural build.. ~Iller attenO:c:d the Umverslty in and Lincoln hall of the universit.
len, Anna Balmer, Clara Balmer, Lois 1 success; as1de from that, it thrived from the time the grain left the 3,- ofMr
Illmms last year, where he p~adged I g,
Y
Cottingham, Harold Diel, Lee Dulgar, 1economically. Almost $30 was taken in 000,000 storage elevator until the fin- Alpha Gamme Rho. Both are resi- ~ At noon, the group had a. box
Cecil Elam, Robert Finley, Winifred at the main entrance; concession prof- ished products of starches, corn syrups, dents of RIQibinson, Illinois.
Render- l~cheor: o:r: the steps of the umverGillum, Monroe Hall, Ruth Hostetler, its added to the total. The Lair's cut corn gluten feeds, and soy bean meals son is one of EI's outstanding track- . s1ty auditorm~. Tours of _the campus
Hobart Heller, Wilma Nuttall, Max ·'in the returns will be used to buy new were turned out. With a grinding men, starring in the high jump.
and a recreatwn pr~gram m Gym _anStark, and E. H . Taylor. Donald Roths- curtains; Pemberton Hall plans a pro- capacity of 50,000 bushels of corn per
nex filled the remamder of the t1me.
The Kraker Box will be open for bus.
child, although unable to attend the fitable use of its share.
day, the plant uses 900 tons of coal
·
f rom 6 : 30 a.m. t o 11 :30 p.m. Th e
Those m . the Dparty
Iness
· were
El DalewGarpledging service, is a charter member.
Those contributing most_ to the sue- every 24 hours.
1
1
new managers invite all their student ner, Made1~ne
ames,
v~
eger,
Officers Are Elected
., cess of the venture are: Vmcent K elly,
The party had lunch in the new
·
d
t
th
Margaret
Piper,
Russell
Harns,
Rolland
f
d
ult
f
ac y nen s o pay
em a
.
t
Temporary officers of the Illinois president of ~he Union and Lair; Opal I Staley administration building, fol- an
· ·t
Crackell, Edith Shearer, Hazel Hasket ,
Beta chapter, elected on the after- ~orton, presl_dent of the Ha~l Coun- llowing which the custodian of the VlSl ·
Mildred Fritchley, Josephine Baker
noon of the installation, are: presi- Cil; G erald Lively, Lola H awkms. n:er- building conducted a tour of the ofand Wesley C. Eastman.
dent, Lee Dulgar; vice-president, Har- ald McNeal, Joe Kelly, Otho Q~ck, fices. Arranged for ultimate business
old Diel; secretary, Clara Balmer; Stanley Elam, George Adams, Manon efficiency, the general offices are
Patronize the News advertisers.
treasurer, Winifred Gmum; corres- Matha~, and F~ances Ford. Mr. Heller large, well ventilated and lighted.
pending secretary, Hobart F . Heller, and MISs Nathile McKay were chaper- Hand-woven Chinese rugs cover the
.
d
E H Taylor Thes of- ons.
floors of the walnut and chestnutThe last regular meetmg of the tenth
The Thing to Do
an sponsor • · ·
·
e
D · tr · t 0 f th I d t · 1 Arts R
d
ficers will serve for the rest of the
The carnival, the News and the pub- paneled private office suites.
1
IS lC .
e n. us na
· . oun MOTHER'S DAY
lie would no doubt feel sl'ighted if more
Smtday, May 12
year.
In the afternoon the botany student s table
b 'ld' WI'llW.bed held
d m the .Practical
Th Arts
Members of the fraternity attend- were not said concerning Mr. Reed, visited the sewage disposal plant, where m mg_ .e n~s ay ~vemr:g.
genTake or Send
ed a banquet served by the home eco- 1 hot dog impressario. Let it be said the head engineer conducted them on ~ral tc~lC of , discusswn w~ll be LookWhitman's Chocolates
nomics girls in the Pract'ical Arts build- I that he looked the part, acted the a tour explaining the entire system. mg Fmward. E. J. Harnson of Pana
ing, in the evening. Mr. Taylor was part, orated in his most grandiloquent A trip to the city waterworks com- and R. W. Sharp are scheduled to
toastmaster at the banquet; Mr. Mills, style, and made five dollars for the pleted the afternoon program. The speak
the general theme.
FREE DRINKS
the guest speaker, spoke on "Mathe- carnival fund!
chemistry students visited the FlintDale Garner, Mary Love, Marilyn
Eaton Pharmaceutical company in the
There were 110 studen ts in the two
m a tics Significant." Mr. Allen, Mr.
Schwarm, Elliott Russell
Heller, and Harold Diel, president of
afternoon, where they saw pills and E. I. graduating classes in 1929.
the Mathematics · club, also spoke.
hand-lotions in the process of manuThe members are writing a
local
facture.
constitution and planning for pledg--Botany students making the trip I
Home
MARINELLO
'in,g a group of eligible sophomores in
"Physical education and coaching were: Josephine Baker, Jeanette Rothe spring. A meeting will be held this rank h'ighest among teaching combina- sene, Donna Smith, Nelson Lowry,
Wednesday after the adjournment of tions with industrial arts in Illinois,' ' Herman Monts, Roy Wilson, Mrs.
Open 9:30 till 2:00
North Side Square
EVERY SATURDAY
the Mathematics club.
said Russell H . Landis at the Epsilon Hazel Weakley, Harriet Teel, Dale
SPECIALIZING
Fraternity Ogan!ized in 1931
Pi Tau meeting in the Practical Arts Garner, Miles Kendall, Glenna Simp- j
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, cotin
All Kinds of
Kappa Mu Epsilon was organized in building Wednesday evening.
son , Lola Hawkins, Gilbert Davis, Oren
tage cheese, baked beans, salads,
BEAUTY WORK
1931 oy the Mathematics club
at
Mr. L andis pointed out that there Lackey and Bernice Waltrip.
cakes, pies, cookies, bread and rolls.
Northwest ern Teachers college, Tahle- 1 :eally wasn't a great lot ~f dispari~y
Chemistry students in the pa rty
W. C. Peters, Prop.
613 SEVENTH STREET
Phone 1506
quah, Oklahoma, for the purpose of m the number of frequencies of van- were Helen Devinney, Phyllis Adkins,
uniting local college mathematics clubs. ous subjects as teaching combinatim~s. Alice Groff, Homer Hendricks, Milton
The local chapters of the fraternity
The local chapter approved . a petl- .1 S~gel, Gerald Trimble, Kathryn Merritt, I
have taken up the aims of the clubs, tion submitted by the _Industr_Ial Arts Lucile Thomas, Ruth Miller, Myrl
to develop an interest in mathematics department of Carnegie Institute_ of Munson, Mary Love, Dorothy Smith,
and to bring the mathematics students Technology for a chapter of Epsilon Eleanor Reidell, Irma Winkleblack,
together 'i n a fraternal relation~I?-iP Pi Tau, national industrial arts hon- Anna Mae Bails Juanee Swearingen,
with the added purpose of recogruzmg orary and professional fraternity.
catherine Lumbrick, Florence Field,
good scholarship in the subject field.
Maxine Eubank and Clarence Carlson.
R equirements for eligibility are a high
scholarship record _a.nd the compleNews ads wi~l tell you what Charlestion of a definite amount of work in
ton
merchants have to offer. Watch
mathematics. At present, there are
-thirteen chapters of K appa Mu E'psiTwo junors, Dorot hy Curtis and them and trade with our advertisers.
lon in nine different states. Illinois Richard Popham, and four seniors,
There were
students in the two E.
123
Beta is the second one in Illinois. The Muriel Edwards, William St;:agall, Harfive national officers are elected from riet Teel, and Mrs. Hazel Barnett I. graduating classes in 1927.
the prominent workers in all the clubs. w eakly were pledged into Kappa Delta
Very Flexible Soles and Soft Wide Toe
1
Most of the officials are well-known 1 Pi in services held in the reception
professors of mathematics.
room Monday ev:ening.
To Cooperate with EI Club
Tentative plans have been made to '
In addition to carrying on the aims hold the initiation banquet in honor of
of the national organization, it is a too new members at the Hotel U. S .
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING
specific purpose of the local Charles - I Grant, Mattocn, Illinois, on May 6. The
ton chapter to co-operate with the sophomore and fr~shman having the
college club and to encourage inter- highEst scholastic standing in his reSouthwest Corner
.;
I NVA..RT'S
\
est in its m eetings. Kappa Mu E'psi- spective c:ass will be invited to the
Square
Ion will not take the place of the banquet.
BALOU'
CHARLESTON
BOY SCOUT
HOSIERY
ILL .
SHO E ..-,.
Mathem atics club on our campus: its
purpose is to promote the actiVities
Look for placards saying, "We ad:<'
.
'
,
'
'
l
of the club as well as to provide an ve;tise in Teachers College News.
organization in which advanced students can carry on more constructive
work.

T

E I S tu d en
I
Purchase Jim Tam

I

I
I

Final Arts Round-table
Meeting Is Wednesday

/!

The CANDY SHOP

}n

R. H. Landis Names
Subject Groupings

BEAUTY SHOP

Farm and
Market

WlHilliliB Low He e·l
for Ladies

Kadelpians Pledge 2
Juniors and 4 Seniors

Are Most Comfortable, Stylish
and Smart

HOLMES BARBER

I

SHOP

.:

•

Ribbons A warded to
Tau Delta Pledges
Scarlet and black pledge ribbons of
Sigma Tau Delta, nationa l honorary
professional English fraternity, were
received by the following students
Thursday : Wilma Irene Birdzell '36,
Toledo, Ill.; Rose Mar'ie Megaw '36.
Chicago; Bernadine Etta Lee Wade
'36, Paris, Ill.;
Florence Elizabeth
Wood '36, Charleston.
This honor is in recognition of their
scholastic standing, and their ability
and interest in creative writ'ing.
I

M:;r~~l

initiation will be Saturday, II

Contracted
A creage

:_

- r •

~ •

BROWNiill!SHOE ·STORE

·- ·

'

Direct from the Style Centers
of America and Europe

ASHBY'S SH OE
SHOP

5I'

20 years' experience guarantees
satisfaction in shoe repairing.

We are now located at

For all o-utdoor activities ... sport ... leisure .
informal dress ... utility. Model shown is popular zipper front Polo shirt in diamond mesh, combed yarn
st-itc·h and quarter sleeve.

605 7th St. just oft' the
The junior class enrollment for the j . .. _ _
southeast corner square
year 1932-33 at E. I. was 112 .
1---------------~

ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc.
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference

___
5I'
..,

TRY US AND BE CONVINCED
PHONE 85

Linder Clothing Co.
ON THE CORNER

~~ N a tiona/
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YE TOWN CRIER

GYMNASTIC PATTERNS

» Freshmen physical education students at the
University of Kentucky (Lexington) created these interesting formations as
part of their regular classroom exercises.

Alexander Woollcott, noted author, playwright, rdconteur,
and conductor of one of the air's most popular progra ms, graduated from Hamilton
· College (Clinton, N. Y.) in 1909-taking the usual amount of time' to dcquire his
»

Ph.D.

HEADS WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION ,.
Seeley is the president of the University of Mich
(Ann Arbor) League, outsta nding campus co-ed
ganization.

"I'M NOT ONE of those tnatural born students' you hear about,', says
Capers Smith. .. I have to buckle down and study to get results. When
I'm not hitting the books, I work in the college bookstore from 12 to 4
every day. It's easy to see how full my time is! When I feel tired or
•togy,' I know that rm nearing the end of my energy. · Th~n I always
smoke~ Camel. It revives me-restores my energy. And each Camel that
follows seems to be even· more chock-full of that mellow, rich flavor! I
smoke Camels steadily. They ne;v~r tire my taste. And Camels never
make my nerves jumpy:•
(-Signed) CAPERS SMITH, '36

01935

R. J. Reynold•
Tob. Co.

"I'M A NEWSPAPER WOMAN. ·
It's absorbing work-bu\ I have
to put in long, irregular hours.
When I'm feeling let down, l
smoke a Camel to restore my en·
ergy and interest. Camels are a
smoother smoke, too. They do
taste better."
(Signed)
MARGARET E. NICHOLS

'"IT'S A fiARD, ACnYf; life bridging the Golden Gate with
the longest single span ever built.
When I'm worn out, ·I light '1\P a
Camel. It quickly relieves 11M! of
tiredness. I smoke steadily-bav~
for years. Camels never upset
my nerVes."
( Siped)
R. G. CONE, Ebcineer

,.

Above
COLLEGIATE TARZAN ,. Ed Holston coaches

Below
CORRECT F.ACIAL EXPRESSION for cham-

the University of Southern · Californ ir=t
Angeles) water polo squad .

pion shot-putters is demonstrated by M. Y.
trench-Williams, Oxford University (England)

(Los

"FRAGILE"

•

Audrey Jane
Truitt is Photographer Paul
Stone's selection
as the most fragile
type of blonde at
University of Illinois (Champaign).
PAUL STONERAYMOR PHOTO

Right

o·LEARY
SAYS "LEGS
UPI.. ,. Coach
Jacobs gives Villanova College

(Pa.)

b a s e b a II

candidates their
warmrng. up exercises.

,.
"Yowzah,"
chortled old Maestro Bernie
when he selected these co-eds
as the most beautiful at Centenary College (Shreveport, La.)

FALCON
HUNTING is
the latest collegiate sport, and
here's E. W. Pfeiffer, of Cornell,
with his prize

"Jan e. ..

THE MAN IN THE WIRE MASK • Robert Lewis, captain of the ·swarthmore College
(Pa.) lacrosse team, demonstrates what the well-dressed player will wear.

WIDE WORLD

SAGACITY SANOUM • Temple University (Ph1ladelphia) Women's League-ers g1ve advice to
students on all sorts of problems, and, incidentally, bring together lonely students.

WIDE .WORLO

Picture

of the

Week

One·Third Horsepower

Charles L.orenz
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

"PICTURE OF THE WEEK'.. RULES ,. Each we ek COLLEGIATE DIGEST features
one picture as the best that it receives from .amateur photographers who are college
or university faculty members or studen ts. Five dollars is paid the winner of each
week's contest. Any photo submitted is eligible for publication in COLLEGIATE
DIGEST at its regular rates.

OIL LAMPS AND ROUGH BENCHES form the classroom equipment a
Commonwealth College (Mena,. Ark.), which is being investigated fo r re<
activities. Pres. Lucien Koch is her~teaching public speaking.
KEYSTONE PHOT<

"IrS A SCR£AMI" • That's what Funnymen Olso·n and Johnson dre saying about
the University of Wisconsin (Madison) Haresfoot Club ' ~ script for its current shc\o!.'

Break the News.

NETWORK
MANAGER ,.
FREE RIDE ,. Brownell of
Cornell plays "horse" for Gregory, of Princeton. Gregory yvon
the match. INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

Norman H.
Youn_s,Jr., bosses ~:m~~~~S~~~-:f''
the Pennsylvania r:.;
State College station, which is control unit for 1 ,518
Army Amateur
Radio Network

STAGE STAR •
CLASSROOM ON WHEELS

» These Brooklyn College (N. Y.) co-eds visited the United States Capitol
for classes on government and economics. The educational tour was conducted by Prof. Louis R. Warsoff (right.)
.

Crescentia GuAer. played the
lead in The Servant in the House at Kansas State
Teachers College (Emporia).

GLOBE PHOTO

Printed by Alco Gravure Inc., Chicago, Ill. 5391.3-28

• • •

&ated before someone else's

Pac~ard

Li~e Rudy Vallee and Wayne Kmg, Fred
MacMu.,ray hoped to get ahead by concentrating on the saxophone. To his utter surprise
this mild ambition made him a movie star,
leading man to Claudette Colbert in ..Gilded
Lily,·~ he1o of hCar 99" and ··arand Old
Girl" with May Robson~

car,

Bud MacMurray, Carroll College freshman
and pledge of Beta Pi Epsilon in 192 5,. was
famous in a small way as a sweet saxophone
player and a regular ball carrier on the frosh
grid squad who grinned down at the world
from six feet, three inches of Irish reticence.
N 1925, Bud MacMurr~y WqS graduated from
the Beaver Dam (Wis.) high school with the
American Legion medal given yearly to the most
rounded
scholar and athlete among the graduates.
'
- He was also t~e best saxophone ptayer in the
school and the boy who had made most of the
drawings for the yearbook.
. Looking over these accomplishments, he decided he could be of some use to Carroll College· \Waukesha, Wis.) as a football star. The
saxophone would earn his ·keep while he attempted to discover whether he could really
draw pictures. By November, 1925, the horn
and freshman football were interfering with his
education . Beta Pi Epsilon had pledged him.
He was thinking of buying some: textbooks.

O

N FRIDAY and Saturday nights he played
in dance pavilions with an orchestra
called Joy's Gloom Chasers. Carroll College
had a dramatics club from which Alfred Lunt,
the noted Broadway actor, had graduated. To
Fred MacMurray this was an unexciting fact;
he had decided against acting when he failed to
make the cast of his hish school class play.
In June 1926, Fred gave up Carroll College
and art to be a musician, an occupation promising

the money the Macfv\urrays hod seen little of in
Beaver Dam, where his divorced mother had
worked hard in offices. to keep up a two-room
Aat. He went to Hollywood with his mother,
wher.e they hoped to find sunshine and many
dance bands. His mother broke her hip in a fall.
For five years she. was confined to d hospital,
dnd her son, to pay the bills, worked his sax,
when he could, in dnd about Los Angeles.

ANOTHER RECORD FALLS. Glenn C unninghdm,

'

grea~

University of Kansas (Law rence) miler, f9 rges dhe~d h~
Hornbostel, of Indiana, to set a new world s reco rd rn t. ~
1,000 yard event with a time of 2:10.1. He rdn the m1
during the same meet in 4:14.8.

1

KE YSTONE PHOTO

T THE studios Fred applied as a sax~phone
player, and met, therefore, a saxophonist's
cold reception. A band, the California Collegians,
MdcMurray with it, pldyed a successful way eastward. In New York the orchestra was hired for
Three's a Crowd_ Fred cdme from the orchestra
pit. nightly to b~ the man to whom Libby Hofman,
the star, sang her flaming torch, Body and Soul.
In Roberta, Fred had some lines and a song on
the stage. A Paramount scout saw him and
brought him home to Hollywood-from Libby
Holman to Claudette Colbert and a seven-year
contrdcL
These were swift and strange happenings to
Bud MacMurray who had given no secqnd
thought to being an actor as long as he cou.ld
still play the saxophone.

A

DID YOUR CAMPUS produce a personality who is now prominent in the radio, motion picture, st-age, art, business,
or political world? If you want to see that personality the subject of a "Spotlighter" thumbnail sketch, Write The
Spotlighter, Collegiate Digest, P. 0. Box 47'l., Madiso~, Wis. One dollar will be paid for each acceptable picture sub·
mitted, in ac.Jdition to one dollar for acceptable authenttc anecdotes about the famed of today.

BET A'S COMPOSER • James Golseth, former Un iversi ty 1
Minnesota (Minneapolis) student, has composed two son1
which will appear in the forthc oming songbook of Be
Theta Pi fraternity.

HULL RESISTANCES are measured by
this novel apparatus set up at Stevens Institute of Technology (Hoboken, N . J.)
by Prof. K. S. M. Davidson.

» Helen V anderbuecken (left) successfully P~{
an attack by Florence Shaw during an hour of fencing practice at c
Collese (Frederick, Md .)

THRUST AND PARRY

SECTION
,. N a tiona/ Collegiate News in Pic.ture and Paragraph"
U . S . T RA DEM A R K SE R I A L NUMBER 3 13412

SPEED AND RUGGEDNESS are required of the
expert lacrosse player, as
these Navy varsity candidates will tell you after
their Arst workout.
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

HSLIDE, KELLY, -SLIDEU
Coach Pep Young shows
his Temple University
(Philadelphia) nine the
(ine points of sliding into
third bdse.

FIGHTING FOR AN EDUCATION • One thousand State Teachers College
(Memphis 1 Tenn.) students protest legislative proposal to close ~ve state schools.

Caught
11

•

1n

the

Actl

11

fighting Faces oJ Star Athletes
. Snapped by the Action Camera -

RUNNING the gamut of emotions, from sleepiness
to tigerishness, the varied facial expressions of battling
athletes as they face their competitors are recorded by
the lightnins swiftness of the action ca~ra. .uught
unawares, these athletes had no time to assume th.e
accepted ferocious expressions that are seen in the
ordinary still photographs of collegiate athletes.
In our family of faces are included: 1. Footballer
Remington Olmstead, University of Ca~iornia at los
Ange·les; 2. Crewman Samuel Drury,
arvard Universityt- 3. Shotputter J. M. Baillieu,
~sdalen College (t.n~land); 4. Tackle Fil Sanford, University of
Ri~hm~f1d;
5. Shotputter Jack Torrance, Louisiana
State University; 6 . Gymnast Rehor University. of
Illinois; 7. Pugilist Paul Hartnek, Creighton University;
8. Hi~hjumper A. Waley, Eton College
(England); 9. Speedster Ivan Fuqua·, Indiana University; 10. Halfbdck Harry Pdtch, Villanova College;
and 11. Ballcarrier Ted Key, U. C . L.A.
AOME ANO KEYSTONE PHOTOS

/

/

COLLEGE STUDENT.
"I smoke a lot, because
I find that Camels keep
me on •the alert .••
banish that 'done in'
feeling," says AlfOrd
Archer. "What a sWell
taste they have!"

GIRL EXPLORER.
"When I'm "tired,"
~Y>l Mrs._William
LaVan e, "I stop
and smoke-a-C::.rne.L
It w:skes up my
energy in no time.
Smoking Camels
steadily does not
affect the nerves."

Ludiow Wh itaker Stevens,
of New York, says: "It's remarkable the way a Camel
renew_s your energy."

me in a very few minutes." says
Erwin. B. Jones, staff engineer,
BouJder Dam. "And~ what
a swell taste Camels llaveF"

..Camels are my •supereharger.' They give me new
energy and 'go,' •• says Sir
Charles Kingsford - Smith.

q~of

Pitehforl4 Wyoming, adds his
eoimnent "Whe Ig~ttofeeling
tired, I sm<lke a Came).. -and my
energy perks up right alfnf;y:•

FIREMAN. Stanley
Adams says: "When I
feel all in, Camels give
me new 'pep! •rd walk
a mile for a CameL..,
ALASKAN EXPLORER.
Harold McCracken bas this
to~ =- .. Camel's are mildyet have a full, rich Bavor.
They refresh my energy.,.

RADIO EXPERT. "Camels are
my ehoieeon taste,'' says Harry
Miller, radio engineer, of
Station WOR. "And smoking a
Camelllelpe to reneve fatigue...
iog •let down: •• says Marny
Nicllols, ''I g_et a 'lift" in m:r
energy with a CameL"

I

TRANSPOR.T PIJ..OT..
Kauriee Marrs. of the
United Air Lines, u ys:
•'When I f eel <all
I
pull out a C amel &nd
light up t The tirednesa
is quickly r elieved...

m:

EXPLORER. ('-a.ptain R. Stuart

Mur ray. F. R. G. S., says:
''Camels always give me a pick•
u p in EneJ:gy wben1 need. it,. aDd

i pmer <'.aurel"s;fiavw:•

Cone sa;ys: "It'&
strenuous lifebrldgmgtheGolden Gate. Whenl~m
lJorD out, a Camel
quic.kJy relieves
me of tiredness.••

COLLEGE GIRL.
Listen to Marguer ite Osmun:
"SmokingaCamel
makes me fee l
fresher ••• more
alert. And what a
grand taste Camels have ••• so mild
CAMERAIIAN. E. E. C. Piekwoad speaking: "Do I get 'WOrn
oat and exla:msted'! Yoo betl
The way I 'turn on~ my energy
again is to lllllOk.e a Camel...

F ARMER. I. A. Bailey: "Like many
farme~, I have found a way · to lick.
tiredness. I smoke a Camel and find
my energy renewed. Camels suit me
right down to the ground."

A FLYING LEAP p uts Heck Edmondson, crack University of Wdshington (Seattle)
bars during a stren uous practice session before a big competitive meet.

high jumper, over the
WIDE WORLD ?HOTO

"MISS TENNES-

SEE.. ,. Jean Emert
is the most pop~lar
co-ed at the University of Tennessee (Knoxvi1le),
for this Chi
Omega was
thus honored by
a · student
body poll.

ALABAMA DORMITORY DEMOLISHED )) Gorgas Hall, newest of the men's dormitories
at the University of Alabama (University), was completely destroyed by flames which also burned
many a student's entire wardrobe.
.

STAGE TO STUDIES • Eloise Martin
has deserted Rudy

V di lee'sHcllywood Club dnd
the glamour of
Broadwdy for the
classroom ro u-

tine at Drake
.U n i v e r s i t y
(Des Moines,
ia.).

SCIENCE CREATES NEW PRESSURE APPARATUS,. Dr. Frances Birch, of Harvard University (Cambridge, Mass.), can equal pressure foufld 20 miles underground
With this neW device.
WIDE WORLD PHOTO

THE ARMY~ SINGING WAITERS •

These five U. S. Military Academy (West Point,

N. Y.) cadets starred in The House of 1,200 Gables, presented recently by the soldiers.
KEYSTONE PHOTO

In the Adirondacks

J.

Thomcls Bed:

UNIVERSITY OF a'HCHfGAN

.. PICTURE OF THE WEEK., RULES •

Each week Collegiate Drgest
features one picture as th e best that it receives from dmateur photographers who are college or university faculty memb-rrs or students.
Five doHars is paid the winn er of each week'S'o:mt~. Any photo rub..
mitted is efigibre for publicatio n in Collegiate Digest at its regultJr rates.

FIRST AND 0 ·LY woman in the United States to hold a
limited commercial pilot's license is Jean Barnhi ll, University of
Minnesota (Minnedpolis) co-ed.
11

THE SNOWBAll" • An unusual photograph o f the O hio Wesleyan University (Detaware) student prod~ction of the same name.

NOISE SURVEY • These
Case School of Applied
Science engineers- are recording the various sounds
on the streets of Cleveldnd, 0.

----~~~~--~~m.

PUBLICATION LEADERS • John Conn, Bill Quill ian and
James Tolbert head the staffs of the literary magazine and studen~
newspaper at Emory University (Ga.). All are members o
Alpha Tau Omega .

Above.
PERFEO ORDER

is required

by

the inspecting officer of this unit
of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Blacksburg) cadet corps.. It's

part of the corps· daily routin~.

Leh
STAR

SOUTHfA'* . • 'Pete Blumette's

pitch ins. recoro ~t Manhattan CoHeg~
(New · York) has earned the admiration

of Gotham·s collegiate baseball fans.

. DEBATERS MEET CONGRESSMAN » Members of the crack Cumberland University (Lebanon, Tenn.)
debating team chat with Cong. J. R. Mitchell (Center) on their visit to the nation's capital.
Printed by

Al~

Gravure Inc., Chicago, Ill.
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Dr. atld Mrs. L. 4· Mullicatl of Indianola, Iowa, were the parents ofJour daughters who made a
veritable t~est of songbirds avd kept the doctor busy drillirsg teeth to pay for piano lessons. Three of
them former Simpson College students, Rosemary atzd Priscilla {below) are the Lane sisters on Fred
Waring's t·adio program, Lola Lane (above} is ex~Mrs. Lew Ayres, a movie actress and Leota LatJe
sings in Broadway 1mtsica/ shows. The photo at the left shows .Lola as she appeared when a
stude11t at Sin~pson College.

WHEN Rosemary and Priscilla Mullican still
had to be called in from the sandlots to practice
piano lessons, their sister Dorothy was already
a sensation in Indianola high school. She was the
school's best alto voice, had been featured at
the county fair, and, in a stronghold of Iowa
Methodism, was, ahead of her times, a correct
Aap~er in bobbed hair and fashionable Russian
boots.
When Dorothy enrolled at Simpson College,
in Indianola, the Mullicans were a family of
croon·,ng teams. Priscilla and Rosemary in pinafores hMmonized "On the Alamo" before the
lo'cal Rotary and Kiwanis clubs. Dorothy and
Leota, both members of Beta Xi sorority at Simpson, ·w ent about the state syncopating simila r
airs, once earning $150 before American
Legionaires in Davenport. Back home, all four
were scintillating carolers in the first Methodist
church. They were planning to become music
teachers.

Gus

EDWARDS, discoverer of kid stars,
brought a vaud~ville unit to Des Moines. Leota
was persuaded to ask him for an audition. He
listened, dpproved, and before he could say

HER BEAUTY AND POPULARITY

won Mathi lda Simpson,
Delta Delta Delta at the University of Illinois (Champa ign), the
title of "Most Popular" on the lllini campus.

more, Dorothy was dr<1gged before him. Would
he listen to both? He would. They had faces
and voices ·for musical comedy._
·
In New York and on the rodd, as Lola and
Leota Lane, the MuUiccm youn_s.sters became
bright spots in Edwards' revues I hey played in
George Jesse! musicdl comedies. Despite 500
applicants, in 1929 Loia got the ingenue role in
".Speakeasy," first of Fox's talkies. She has sung
and acted regularly in pictures since. Divorced
recently from Lew Ayres, she is now appearing
in "Murder on a Honeymoon." Leota is still
playing in Shubert musical shows.
LOLA was to bring Rosemary to Los Angeles
to attend the University of Southern California,
but Rosemary went to Simpson to continue
singing with Priscilla, who was still in. high
school. The sisters grew in popularity for talent
and zestful beauty when they sang over WHO
in Des Moines. rn 1932 Leota brought them to.
New York. Fred Waring, building a vaudeville
show around his band, heard them.
· Now, at twenty, they are more widely known
than their sisters in whose footsteps they closely
followed.

DID YOUR CAMPUS produce a personality who .is now prominent in the radio, motion picture, stage, art, business,
or political world? If you want to see that perso~ity t~e subject of a ·~potlight_er" thumbnail sketch, ·_write The
Spotligbter Collegiate Digest, P. 0. Box 472, Madtson, Wts. One dollar will be patd for each acceptable ptcture submitted, in ~ddition 'to one dollar for acceptable authentic anecdotes about the famed of today.

\'f/!N ARCHiTEOURE PRIZES • R. A. Matern, J. H. Higbie,
Richard ives, and D. B. Gooch, University of Mich igan (Ann
Arbor) students, have been awarded prizes in the designin
contest .sponsored by the alumni association of the American
Academy in Rome.

» Juanita Cox and Wade Free played the leadin~ rolef
in the Indiana University (Bloomington) student presentation
· No, No, Nanette.

STARS

°

